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ary reaches Hongkong on way to China

Thais save Cambodian leader
kNGXOK'*^ new Vietnamese-

cjkeft TCfVase 2n F&aaisa. Penh
established the People’s

j«rt>Uc ofCambodia (Kampuchea)
ousted deputy prime minister,

f jfary. .powibly accompanied by
pgUtehi Khlou Samphan. fled the

lintry tor Cbto*-

fayy arrived in Hongkong last

pit en jretire io China, a Hongkong
vsmmeat spokesman said.

Officiate of the New Ortas news
ency apparently sped away with

fy and Ms party after their arrival

^Kai Tak airport!The Cambodians
" expected to UJce the train to Caa*

„ China's leading southern com-

ical
h&welai centre, this morning.

Earlier hi the day two Thai
_ ;Ucoplera had swooped Into Cam-
t8

MUa, landed at Pqlpet, and return*
UDn

'*tf*r
j

:t to the Thai border town of

i

1®%!:ranyapnithet. Reporters who saw
return said they bad been told

helicopters brought back Sary
dl.?^

"
-•'_4 Qkmnhan

,
’“‘‘mb* £*d Aamphan.

1 the
pj. ,-Tbai intelligence sources reported

'iLbC'ia tMa of the pursuing forces
he wSere seen through binoculars near
World frontier,

cation Later h» the day Thai airline of-

w said that two important peo-
lons « vie were, aboard a plane leaving
>rlca[ Bangkok airport. ‘ But
oQCflTj^ey refused to identify them..
‘ren^Tr- There wan no reliable information

ssarvuhT'a the whereabouts of the defeated

of prime minister. Pol Pot.

isn^’^hb has variously been reported kill-

e Jeer'd, already In Peking or still insidem
*‘ambodlft organizing ~a/ guerrilla
.omAilfm

b b to i> But Intelligence sources in

? podt^ Jangfcok saftf reports from Com-
tportsjjret-odia' indicated Pot was dead,
at offam ‘iltbough the-reports (mold, not be
*ho mi* Confirmed, Intelligence analysts

mducuag.rom Western and Aslan nstfonasaid

limit, bttebey believed them.

rice ai rif Thc - Hanoi-backed Insurgent

npcmtti forces took Phnom Penh on. Sunday
‘ arranrrT-hd UP an eight-man admirristra-
midabl/

I
'*WI headed by former KhmerRouge

„ ommander HengSamrta. The new
none oft .. .

lister, aft."—
-- .’•

arms or

m&i,

aerica

power u hr
By Y0RAM BAR

s to be Aar: Jerusalem Post Reporter
. aa a vni police searching for the eight con-
next prialftict8 who escaped from Ramie jail

it taken Monday night are convinced that

Her hawfl-lme is runningout Cor the prisoners.

Tat-NItwv Tehothua Cfcspf, the

b
cftJri ‘rnee-tni tdOtoetrop tvBhJ

irrkikm*6 escape*-*, beu»ve«l&ai they may
e holed dp. In a cave somewhere.

tlhor u i pTime is running outforthem In the
nd one ofthem will have to come out
nto the open. The moment this

we win catch them/’ he
aid The Jerusalem Post last night.

Csspi said that police are ready for

JE
*earch - Meanwhile, he coa-

p.

Former Cambodhm chief of state Prince Norodom Sihanouk arriv-

ing on Wednesday at the UN* where he was to plead for the

withdrawal of Vietnamese troops from his country, nipt telephoto i

regime claims control of the whole
country, but diplomatic sources in

Bangkok said scattered fighting was
stiU going on all over Cambodia.
Poi Pot government officials were

quoted by a Thai border liaison of-

ficer as saying that serious fighting

continued in the southwestern Cam-
bodian provinces of Koh Kong and
Purs&t.
The southwestern provinces in-

clude large parts of the Cardomom
Mountains, which are classic
guerrilla terrain.

The sources said heavy dir-strikes

were still being mounted against
isolated groups of Pol Pot forces

both east and west of the Mekong

River, and that Vietnamese motoriz-

ed columns had reached the
northwestern city of Slem Reap. 12

km. south of the famed ruins of

Angkor Wat.
U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus

Vance said yesterday that It was not

yet clear whether the Soviet Union
(which with other Soviet-bloc coun-
tries. Afghanistan and Ethiopia has
recognized the new regime ) had
played a part in the overthrow of Pol
Pot. The U.S. ambassador to the UN.
Andrew Young, said that the U.S.

would support the UN Security Coun-
cil’s decision to debate the complaint
of Invasion brought by the defeated

government. (Reuter. API

HPolice: Time running out for Ramie escapees

led,-there is still no sign of the es-

capees. Press reports that one of

them; Salomon Abu. was sighted on a
.bus travelling from Te! Aviv to

Netanya. were unfounded, he sold.

“We have had a large number of
telephone calls from the public

.
claiming to have spotted the escaped
prisrae^z; *V; 'nvesti^ilc tvrsj ,*.L

very seriously.but sofar wc have ab-
solutely no lead/’ Caspi admitted.

.
At anarch headquarters In

Jerusalem. Caspi said, police have a
map of their search operations. “We
mark every placewe searchand then
we go slowly but surely forwards/'
He said that police were waiting for
the convicts to make a mistake.

Caspi said he was sure that the men
“must have contact with women and
also buy food and drugs."

Police psychologists joined the
search team yesterday.

A full description of the escapees
.i-ft-*«?»#•;! fa JT-jI Sank

yesterday. The police repeat their

offer of IL.100,000 reward to anyone
giving information leading to the
arrest of any of the fugitives. An
Interior Ministry source told The
Post yesterday that Interior Minister
Yosef Burg is being kept fully in-

formed about the progress of the
manhunt. “The minister’s prestige is

under scrutiny/* the source said.

•on til it-

ip^^Evron presents his credentials
pra, to*4 ' Jerusalem Post Correspondent
»ini lw JWAflHmOTON-— At a formal White
. gdtc^rlouse ceremony yesterday, Preaf-
ln JenflHtjent jimmy Carter received Am-
raerobesjtjaaaador Ephraim Evron’s
jdd revfe«£iipioniattc credentials and took the
iamiprtP^JpportucUty-to call attention to
juio cow^srael’s “strategic importance" to
jtfjanj^fhe U.S. and to regional stability in

,ng
r»ap Phe Middle East,

include tfe* Both the president and Evroa, who
.track n^irrived in Washington late last

m for DWfnonth. expressed
.
the hope that

loo ol cbaWrgrael and Egypt will reach final

s for the Knigreemeiit on a draft peace treaty

-j, .

shortly . Carter hoped tt would be con-
rflRUlJCtfpluded "in a very short few weeks."

Vaf«’sS^^vron responded: "I have no greater
Piope.” ...

rninrrtifr* Immediately following the brief
jeremony, which took place in the

Oval Office. Evron and Carter began
a 13-minute discussion on the current
Middle East situation. National
security adviser Zbigniew Brzezlnski
and Assistant Secretary of State
Harold Saunders participated.

Earlier, during the • ceremony.
Garter said: “I think all of you know
the importance of this country to us.
Strategically, they (the Israelis)
mean a great deal to the security of
our nation and to stability in the Mid-
dle East. They are friends and allies

in the beat sense of the word."

Carter's decision to underscore
Israel’s strategic importance to the
U.S. was seen by political observers
here as significant, given the current
instability in Iran and the Persian
Gulf.

Israel-China meet
LONDON (JTAl. — Sources in Lon-
don aaid yesterday that China’s re-

cent softening of its hostile attitude

towards Israel may be a conse-
quence of secret meetings last
summer between Defence Minister
Ezer Weizm&n and Chinese Foreign
Minister Huang Hua.
The sources said they believe the

two met briefly outside Zurich in

June, while Huang was on his way
back from Zaire. At that time Weiz-
man made a stop at Zurich on Ids

own way back Cram a mysterious
trip to London, where he had
reportedly met with Lord Victor
Rothschild on Defence Ministry af-

fairs.

Huang had earlier met.with Chaim
Herzog In New York when the two
men were their countries' represen-
tatives at the UN, the sources said.

Vance:No high-level

talks at this stage
By WOLF BUTZEK

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance yesterday con-
firmed that the U.S. does not want to

revive direct, high-level Israeii-

Egyptlan peace treaty-negotiations
until more progress has been achiev-
ed In resolving some of the "more
minor." remaining Issues of dispute.

At a news conference, the
secretary said that these relatively
easier problems should be “thrashed
out" through quiet diplomatic ex-

changes at the ambassadorial level

before moving on to "the more ma-
jor issues." which would be ad-

dressed at another formal meeting
between Vance, Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan and Egyptian Prime
Minister Mustapha Khalil.

Vance, choosing his words very
carefully, said that Israel and
Egypt, since the Brussels meeting
late last month Involving himself.

Dayan and KhalU, had expressed a
refldlness to continue the talks, but

efforts were still underway to deter-
mine the best method to do this.

The problem, he continued, was to

make certain that the specific
process selected should, as aesi os
possible, ensure a "successful" out-

come Th.it Is why the U.S. is

currently "taking time" is trying :o
revive the negotiations.
Vance's remarks confirmed

earlier speculation this week that tr.e

U.S. has had second thoughts about
calling another quick meeting with
Dayan and Khalil here in
Washington later this month. The
Americans believe that such a ses-
sion would turn out to be a waste of
time unless some of the relatively
cosier problems have bc-cn removes
in advance.
Washington has beer, somewhat

encouraged by some of the hints of
potential new concessions expressed
by both Cairo and Jerusalem a: the
Brussels meeting and since. Su; ‘r.o

Americans are not yet satisfied by
the extent cf the new thinking. They
want both countries to go further in

modifying I heir stances.

At the news conference, most cf
which was devoted to the troubles ir.

Iran, the secretary refused ic
(CoaUQurd on page Z. col. Si

Iran to cut off

oil to Israel,

South Africa

Carter disagrees with brother Billy

WASHINGTON (UPfi. — Reacting
to criticism of Billy Carter's associa-
tion with a high-level delegation
from Libya, the White House sold
yesterday the president does not
agree with his brother's remarks
about Jews and Arabs.

"There’s a hell of a lot more Arabs
than there is Jews," Billy was
quoted as saying in urging better
U.S. relations with the North African
regime.
Asked to comment oa criticism

from Republican National Chairman
Bill Brock that some of Billy
Carter’s statements were “anti-
Semitic, Press Secretary Jody
Powell told reporters: “As far as
any remarks that might appear to be
Interpreted as antl-Semtlc. it's ob-

vious that they do no: retie c:

president's view. I dor.'i :h!nk
anyone could have .my dcub: 4.

that.

"Billy is a private citizi-r..

doesn’t make foreign pol.ev fc

United States nor dees he ie: a
official or unofficial adv.-ser
United S:a:e3.“
Brock had urged Pre-ne'er.’. Cs

to denounce his brother’s associ
with the Libyan group.

"Billy Carter's embarrasstr.-j
show ir. which he serves ai trav’c
tour guide for the rcpr>:-v,..n:2:iv

dictator Coionc-i Muammar 6
dafi’s Libyan government .s r

serious than it m.gfct apevar." 3
said in a statcmcr.; released a
office.
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Egypt’s President Sadat:

TEHERAN. — Prime Minister
Shnpur Bakhilar yesterday told the
2c5-member Majlis, or lower house
of parliament, that his government
•win go through with plans to shut off
cal supplies to Israel and South
Africa, which respectively receive 60
ar.d 90 per cent cf their oil from Iran.

Oil specialists have cautioned,
however, that this may not be a. sim-
ple process, since Israel buys its oil

or. the open market, and Iran could
cr.ly ask the big oil consortiums to

premise not to pass any Iranian
crude to Israel.

Ir. h.s speech outlining the sweep-
ing domestic and foreign policy
reforms he plans, to meet the
demands of the anti-shah opposition.
Eakhiiar said: "The government of
Iran will continue Its ties with its

Arab broihprs and will support
them, particularly the Palestinians
in achieving :helr goals."
To cut off oil to South Africa, the

Iranian National Oil Co. would have
to cancel a long-term supply con-
tract it has with Pretoria and pull out
of a jointly run South African-
Iranian oil refinery there.
As Bakhtiar addressed his

deputies, scores of political
prisoners continued to streamout of
prisons, welcomed by tumultuous
crowds of relatives and friends.
Seme of the prisoners clenched

their hands above their heads in a
flgn of victory, and brandished por-
tra.ta of Ayatollah Khomeini, the
shan’s chief religious opponent.
The Majlis burst Into applause as

Sahhiiar reaffirmed that he would
dissolve the feared Savak secret
police and announced that SS
political prisoners sentenced to life

imprisonment had been freed during
the day.
Hak'htiar had earlier told the

newspaper “Kayhar." that members

of a regency council, which would
carry out the shah’s functions when
he leaves the country on holiday, will

be appointed next weekend. He said

the members will include himself,

the heads of the two houses of parlia-

ment. the minister responsible for

the imperial court, the nation's chief

justice, two military' man and two
other "notable" citizens.

The Majlis will decide next Tues-
day whethcri,o give Bakhtiar a vote
of confidence, while the senate will

vole on Saturday. If Bakhtiar fails to

win the vote, the shah would be forc-

ed to seek another prime minister to

run the country or" ask Bakhtiar to
draw up another cabinet lineup.

in his impassioned. 20-minute
speech, Bakhtiar laid out a 17-polnt
"immediate programme" that In-

cludes swift justice for officials who
have violated human rights, pay-
ment of compensation to political
prisoners and a greater role for
Moslem religious leaders In ap-
proving government legislation.

Bakhtiar said a special commis-
sion would investigate the activities

of Savak agents to discover whether
any should face trial. He said Savak
would be replaced by a new body to

preserve Iran's independence and
security.

As Bakhtiar was speaking,
thousands of demonstrators went on
an antl-shah rampage in the
southern city of Shiraz and eight peo-

ple were reported killed when mobs
set fire to the headquarters of the

hated secret police. Savak.

Rioters damaged several other
buildings, stoned the U.S. consulate
and tore down four statues of the
shah in public squares, according to

sources in Shiraz — known as the
city of wine and roses.

> Commenting on the violence In

(Continued on page t. coL *)

U.S. ‘Vietnam complex’ ! U.S. supports shah’s plan

must not affect MJL !

to form coundl> go abroad
CAIRO lUPI). — President Anwar
Sadat said on Thursday that a "Viet-

nam complex" should not cause the
U.S. to adopt a hands-off policy in the
Middle East.
He also said he saw no connection

between the turmoil In Iran and
American action to revive stalled

peace treaty negotiations between
Israel and Egypt.
Sadat spoke to reporters at the

southern city of Aswan during an in-

spection tour of Lake Nasser fishery
resources south of the high dam. His
romarits wen. reported 0/ of

flclal Cairo radio.
Sadat said he was awaiting an

American reply to a letter Premier
Mustapha Khalil sent to the U.S.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance last

weekend. In the letter, Egypt
declared readiness to resume talks

with Israel and outlined its position

on disputed points which caused the

freeze last November.
Asked whether the U.S. reply

would depend- on developments in

Iran. Sadat said: "Why should the
American reply be connected with
the situation In Iran? Aa I have told

members of Congress and the
American administration, they
should not he Influenced by the Viet-

nam complex. Otherwise they will

give others the freedom to do what
they want."
This was a reference to American

reluctance to get Involved In foreign
conflicts following Its Vietnam
debacle. Sadat did not say what he
meant by "others," but it la presum-
ed that he had the Soviet Union In

mind.
While advocating an active

American Middle East policy, Sadat
said he was against military in-

tervention. Asked whether the U.S.
should play a stronger role or use
force in the Middle East. Sadat said
"Nobody wants foreign Interference

in the area. America used to dc. this

only in the biack days of President

Lyndon Johnson."
Reiterating a belief he has aired

frequently in recent weeks. Sadat
said "The peace treaty will be signed
sooner or later despite the inter-

national problems prevailing ir. the

world. East and West."
Washington has given Israel a

copy of Khali/s letter to Vance, and
Jerusalem reports said the cabinet
will discuss it at its meeting or. Sun-
day.
Asked whether r.e ’..as awaitma

the Israel cabinet 'a reaction. Sadat
said. "I air. not awaiting the result of

that meeting. I am awaiting the

American reply which *.vill come to

me through Prime Minister Khalil."

Egyptian officials apparently expect
an American proposal on hew. when
and where the treaty negotiations

would be resumed.

WASHINGTON. — Secretary of state
Cyrus Vance yesterday said that
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi
plans to leave Iran for a vacation
abroad and that the U.S. strongly
supports the decision.

Vance told a news conference that

the shah would appoint a regency
council in the next few days to take
his place, permitting him to go
abroad.

In discussing policy towards Iran
and its embattled leader after more
than three decades of close alliance,

Vance made it clear that the U.S. had
ir.auc u i’-ujor shift !*i its views and
no longer saw' the shah playing a key
rcie in Iran’s future.

Instead, he said, the* new civilian

government led by Prime Minister
Shaper Bakhtiar should be given
every chance to succeed in ending
the turmoil in the country. He called

on the military and others in Iran to

give Bakhtiar their support.

Vance said he did not know how
long the shah would be out of the
country.

"The shah remains the con-
stitutional head of state," Vance
pointed out. "and we will continue to

work with him In that capacity." He
did not elaborate on how this would
be done.

Vance gave the impression of con-
siderable concern over the possibili-

ty of a military coup.
The U.S.. he said, felt that the Ira-

nian military’s role was a
’ net. vfcH&r;. complement to a
legitimate civilian government,"
and had urged that everything be
done "to ensure the integrity of the
military."
A senior aide told reporters after

the press conference that the U.S.
was aware of reports of military

plots and felt that a coup would be
disastrous for Iran.

"MOOTAMCHANGEDMY Y1IM)

ABOUT MENTHOL CIGARETTES”

Shoval warns Ehrlich it will boomerang

Plan to trim benefits from German restitution:
Jerusalem Post Reporter ,

A reported plan by the treasury to

alter banking and money-use
enefits .currently enjoyed by
clplentfr

,
of German ..restitution

ds is under attack.
In a telegram to Finance Minister

Simha Ehrlich. MK Zalman Shoval
(Ukud-La’am) said last night: "I
learned,with concern of your inten-

tion to drastically reduce tha.
benefits accordedto survivors of the

Holocaust receiving restitution
payments and their heirs.

“Not only would your scheme en-

danger Israel's foreign 'currency
balance, but it would also add fuel to

the. inflationary fire. Please recon-

sider the proposed measures before

Irreparable moral and economic
harm is done to the survivors d t!:r-

Nazi nlghtr'rro/’
,

The .?/ *•

several advantages a« >

receiving restitution.’ 1 V ’> -.juni

they may deposit the - ;-schmarka
they receive in special .v*ounts here
and receive 4.3 per r-’ •

• «:1. In-

terest. free of Ir- '•

. after

death, free c' ’.veil.

In Addition, • ;'-‘ats

irr-y with*.raw th ’ :
• ,.vl; 'or

, ..-nsesai. addition

^ ^1,000 every Israeli Is per-

il io take abroad. The
. .tv (3 may also utilize their

.cv’.j;..’ •> j payments to purchase

ic;ti(i]i securities.

If Ehrlich signs the order im-
plementing the proposed changes,

the annual Interest rate on the

special accounts would be cut from

4.3 per cent to 8.76 per cent. The ex-

emption from income and estate tax-

es, as well as free use of the DMs for

travel abroad, would be limited to

the "direct" recipients (those whose
assets and property were stolen by

the Germans I and not their heirs.

LEATHER ONLY! m aviv,25 zamenhoffistsj

TAX FREE 25 ^ REDUCTION

Womens& Merrs

SuedeS Leather wear

Schneidinan
The leader ot suede and leather

Tel Aviv, JS REHOV ZAMENHOFF
Icor 99 King George St J Tel Ubbbi

open a am 1 pm 4-r pm

Beds end

Bedroom Furniture

AMINAH
20% discount

for net

immigrsiv^

Sales and showr, v. 1 j (Yanlv):

Nlr Zvi: Tel. 0S4-2C777-*

Tel Aviv: 203 Rehov Dizengoff,

Tel. 03-234440

Beeraheba; 71 Rehov Hapalmah,
TeJ. 37454

Hamashblr Lazarelm a,

Hamashblr Hamurcazi. and better

furniture stores.

V «T*

jwjgh certain restituti
’’

paid to heirs as wei
The moated changes ’<•••. <

sharp blow for the hesri . .-i the

DMs in their special a-zou.. alter

income tax, would earn r,
•

proxlmately 1.6 per cent r. yea:-

pared with the 4.3 per 'cv.

received.
The origin i- o* r,

.

alterations ... .- « •

Finance Commitlt’v ie*r- «... w.iy»

to shave IL3,000m. from Jic jurrent

state budget. With th; prime rate in

Germany hovering at three per cent,

the committee wondered why the

treasury should pay Its "special"

DM account holders 4.5 per cent a
year — at an annual cost to the

treasury of about ILl ,800m.

So Bank of Israel and Finance

Ministry planners set about to

reduce this annual outlay. The most

promising measure appeared to be

to differentiate between the "direct"

recipients and the heirs. The latter

are believed to hold about a third of

the special DM restitution accounts

in Israel banks.
Critics, Including Shoval. now

warn that the treasury efforts a. -t-

ting down its annual interest pa.

ment bill will boomerang.
The “direct" recipients, they say,

will withdraw their funds from local

banks and open accounts abroad,

since there would no longer be any

economic advantage in keeping the

money in Israel banks. This would

effectively slash Israel’s foreign

currency balance.

As for the heirs, their l.« per cent

Interest earnings would be so unat-

tractive. that they will prohably con-

vert their cash to Israel pounds or in-

vest heavily In personal or real

property, or indexed-llnked
securities. In view of the large
amount of DMs involved, such spen-

ding could have serious Inflationary

effects, sending prices soaring even
higher, the critics claim.
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THE WEATHER

Forecast: Partly cloudy with medium and
high clouds.

Outlook for Shabbat: Partly cloudy.

Yesterday's Yesterday's Today's!
Humidity Min-Max Max

Jerusalem 83 6—

U

12

Golan 89 5—9 12

Nahariya .72 8—18 18

Safad •91 3—10 11

Haifa Port 77 13—17 18
Tiberias .58 9—18 IS

Nazareth 1 88 8—12 13
Afula 74 7—18 18
Shomron -80 7—13 14
Tel Aviv -60 11—17 17
B-G Airport 57 9—17 19
Jericho .51 9—18 20
Gaza .63 9—16 17
Becrahcba :69 7—16 17

Eilat -33 8—20 20
Tirnn Straits 33 10—20 20

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Stef Wertheimer MK (Shai) will

speak on Israel’s economic condition
in 1979 at the Haifa Engineers
Forum, today at 1 p.m.

An Oneg Shabbat in English will be
held at 8:30 tonight at Hechal Shlomo
In Jerusalem, co-sponsored, by the
Government Information Centre.
The speakers will be Rabbi Meyer
Gordon and Ta’acov B&rznor. Can-
tor Arye Goldberg will lead the sing-
ing of zmirot. A Melaveh Malka will

be held at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow at the
same place with Plnhas Eliav of the
Foreign Ministry, as guest speaker.
Cantor Yehuda Lendner will give a
recital. The public is Invited to both
events.

An Oneg Shabbat will be held at
eight tonight at Ibud Shlvat Zion. 86
Rehov Ben-Yehuda, Tel AvivJ
Tourists are invited to meet Dr. Z.

1

Bachrach, Bar-Dan University, and
Abe Toocb, Tour Va’aleh, WZO Aliya
and Immigration Department.

Birth

STEINER. — To Susannah and
David Steiner, a daughter, Keren
Maya, first granddaughter for Molly
-and Sigmund Steiner, Vancouver,
Canada, and Helen and Louis Levy,
Jerusalem; on January 10, 1979,
Hadassah Hospital, Mount Scopus,
Jerusalem.

POLICEWOMEN. — Hlba women
soldiers serving in the police force
met yesterday in Beit Hahayal in Tel
Aviv to mark the 10th anniversary of
the foundation of the body.

Are you
my mother?

Born and adopted January 13 ,

1950, in Montreal. Cir-
cumstances touching and I

obscure.

HZ — P.O.Box 148, Station P
Toronto. Ontario M4V 2G7,

Canada

Kibbutz-city row still rends party

Mapam to press Talmi

today to stay on
By SARAH HON1G

Jerusalem Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Mapam Central
Committee will reconvene this mor-
ning in an attempt to prevail on Par-
ty Secretary-General Meir Talmi to
withdraw his resignation. Talmi an-
nounced late on Wednesday night
that he was stepping down following
a row with Mapam kibbutznlks on
the future of the Alignment.
Wednesday's committee session

broke up without a decision on
whether the upcoming Mapam con-
vention should even consider the
Alignment question. Talmi was non-
committal last night about whether
he will reconsider his move.
Kibbutz secretaries from

Mapam 's Kibbutz Artiri movement
meanwhile called unanimously on
Talmi to resume his post.

The dispute which resulted In
TaLmi'a resignation had been brew-
ing ever since the party secretariat
last month decided to advise
Mapam 's February convention to

dissolve the Alignment with Labour
and replace it with a much looser ad
hoc association. This set off a con-
frontation between the city dwellers
and the kibbutznlks in the party. The
city-folk advocated disbandment of

the Alignment and the kibbutznlks
pushed for its continued existence.
The klbhutzniks also demanded

greater representation at the party
convention. ‘(Thus far they and the
city dwellers have had parity).
Mapam sources say that in recent

days the battle between the two com-
ponents of the party had “turned
ugly" — with the klbhutzniks, es-

pecially the veteran and wealthy
ones, making veiled threats about
not paying party dues.
The matter came to a head at

Wednesday night's Central Com-
mittee session. When the kibbutz
representatives pressed their
demands. Talmi got up and an-
nounced that he could not carry on
under such conditions.

Talmi, 70, Is the author of a
proposal — accepted by the party
secretariat — to replace the Align-
ment with a loose “common front”
with Labour In which both parties
would be on an equal footing. This
would deny Labour the decision-
making monopoly it possesses by
virtue of its automatic majority in

the Alignment.
When Talmi first became Mapam

secretary-general he was an ardent
defender of the Alignment, but he
has changed his mind radically dur-
ing the past year. He has been con-
sidering retirement from politics,

and has made no secret of his Inten-

tion to step down Immediately after
the closing of next month's conven-
tion.

Old-age pensions to rise by 8.3%
The National Insurance Institute is

raising its old age-and survivors'
payments by 8.3 per cent, effective
this month. The institute said it was
doingf so as a result” of the January
cost-of-living advance agreed to by
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich and
Histadrut Secretary-General
Yeroham Meshel.
The institute said yesterday that

this sum, equal to theC-o-L advance,
will be an advance against the
regular readjustment in April. The
salary ceiling for old age pensions
will stay at 1X02,000 during January,
and there will also be no change in
the maximum birth, injury and un-

employment payments.
-Institute director-general Rail
Roter pointed out that the increase in

old age pensions was automatic un-
der present law, and that there had
been no need for the Histadrut to de-
mand that they be increased.
With the increase, an Insured per-

son or widower will get Ho.048 a
month instead of IL967. His spouse
will get IL525 Instead of IL4&4, and
the payment for each child will be
IL329 instead of IL303. Young
widows will get IL786 instead of
IL726, and a child who has lost both
parents will receive IL657 instead of
IL606.

VANCE:NO TALKSNOW
(Continued from page 1)

provide details of the remaining un-
resolved issues In the negotiations.
“That is a matter that should be dis-

cussed in private," he affirmed
noting that any public airing of the
Issues would “not help — it would
hinder” the process.
He said that no decision has yet

been reached regarding the location
or timing of the next round of talks
with Dayan and Khalil.
He said that both Israel and Egypt

were prepared to meet “anywhere"
and that was the "important thing,"
Based on Vance's comments and

indications from other sources here,
chances for reconvening the talks
within the next few days appear un-
likely. Vance and other U.S. officials
will be tied up later this month In
preparing for the January 29 visit of
the Chinese deputy premier. That

could further delay the opening of
another high-level round of
negotiations.

In addition, the continuing turmoil
in Iran has had on impact on the
pace in the Israeli-Egyptian
negotiations.

What appears Ironic, however, is

that both Cairo and Jerusalem
appear anxious to revive the
negotiations quickly while
Washington is putting on the brakes.

Meanwhile, the secretary disclos-

ed yesterday that Libya has recently

signed three international conven-
tions against terrorism — creating a
new situation from the past. The
U.S., he said, will “continue to watch
and observe the situation there”
before determining whether the

Libyans still cooperate with Inter-

national terrorist elements.

IRAN TO CUT OIL
(Continued from page I)

Shiraz. Bakhtiar warned that If "Cer-
tain elements are found attempting
to disrupt public order, they will face
severe government reaction.” The
Prime Minif^tr said that the
violence -^J’erupted despite

^He^ithOm1 reHtfoiw leaders
^a^Hea-lth 0t*h be maintained.

caim tempers. the
state^riK™ ®a yesterday broadcast
Ayatollah ' Khomeini's statement
that protesters should not attack
homes of Savak officials, but let
them stand trial. This was the first
time the radio has carried a message

A most hearty mazel tov

to our devoted friends

Mr. J. Samson
Vice-President Israel Region, and

Treasurer of the Israel Falk Centre of the UOJC
and

Mrs. Samson
on the marriage of their daughter

ROCHEL DEVORAH
ROBERT BRAUNER

of Brookline, Mass.

Julius Berman
President UOJC

Yosef Sharon
UOJC Rep. In Israel

Harold Jacobs
Chairman

George Falk
Chairman, Israel

Centre
Shal Salomon

Director of Programmes

from the shah's chief foe.

Bakhtiar’s cabinet has nine
ministers less than the last civilian
cabinet, which was headed by Jaafar
Sharif-Emam ? and which was
replaced by Gen. Gholam Reza
Azharl’a military cabinet on
November 6.

The Ministry of Science and
. Higher Education was abolished by
Bakhtiar, while a number of port-
folios have not yet been filled. (AP.
Reuter. UPI)

v ‘Sadat told Golda he
* sought peace in 1974*

L TEL AVIV (Itim). — Golda Meir
f received a direct message from
l President Anwar Sadat In January
r

1974. in which the Egyptian leader
.

expressed his hope that there would
) one day be permanent peace between

his country and Israel.

)
This wss revealed by YIsrael Gallll

at a memorial evening held for the
I

late prime minister at the Mann
Auditorium here last nlgbt. Galili
Berved as a minister in Meir's
government.

Galili said that the message was
delivered by then'U.S. secretary of
state, Henry Kissinger, just after the

I first separation of forces agreement
In Sinai.

|
Labour Party chairman Shimon

Perea also addressed the gathering,
i

which was organized by the Labour
Party.

Anti-Semitism exhibit

opens in Hungary
BUDAPEST (JTA). - An exhibition

depicting Hungarian anti-Semitism
before the rise to power of com-
munism has opened here. The ex-
hibition includes many original
documents, some of which are on
display for the first time.

Liberal Executive backs Ehrlich, but

predecessor Rimalt adds criticism

By SARAH HONIG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV.— The Liberal Party Ex-

ecutive again came out In support of

its leader. Finance Minister Slmha
Ehrlich, last night, despite mounting
criticism against him. The latest to

aim barbs at Ehrlich was his

predecessor as party leader. Dr.
Elimelech Rimalt. who said that

"Ehrlich's good sense did not serve
him well when he decided to become
finance minister.”

The Executive yesterday came out
against “the false and distorted pic-

ture being painted in the media of

the mood In the Liberal Party and of

Its leaders’ performance. This la

being done to sow discord and
damage Ehrlich’s standing. The Ex-
ecutive reiterates the decision it

adopted last month and fully ex-

presses its confidence in Ehrlich."
Ehrlich's rival. Energy Minister

Yitzhak Moda’i, still had no. com-
pliments for the finance minister. He
rejected Rimalt 's contention that
Ehrlich is not suited for his office,

but argued that “it Is never too late

for the finance minister to change
his policy.”

Pro-Dayan forum meets tomorrow

Meir Talmi

Some in Mapam charged yester-

day that Talmi came to the Central
Committee meeting with his mind
already made up. But Talmi in-

dicated last night that although he
had planned to resign, he would not
In normal circumstances have done
so three weeks before the conven-
tion.

The Polish-bora Talmi, a former
secretary-general of Kibbutz Artzi,

is considered to be Independent and
“centrist” in Mapam. Should he
refuse to reconsider, the party will In

all likelihood appoint a caretaker
and leave the choice of another
secretary-general to the convention.

One of those mentioned for the job Is

Elazar Granot.
The city-dwellers are said to he

against the Alignment partly
because they argue that as long as it

continues. Mapam as an indepen-
dent entity will disappear in urban
Israel. The kibbutznlk, they explain,

has a Mapam framework in Kibbutz
Artzi, but this la not so in the city.

Moreover, it Is noted that many of
the kibbutznlks have more in com-
mon with fellow kibbutznlks from
other movements than with city
dwellers of their own political per-
suasion. The fiercest opposition to
the dissolution of the Alignment is

concentrated in the large, wealthy
kibbutzim, which are bound by a
network of economic interests to the
other kibbutz movements.
Mapam pundits last night ex-

pected the Central Committee to

adopt a compromise motion this

morning which would allow renewed
negotiations on the future of the
Alignment with Labour, and the
holding of a second convention ses-

sion once these negotiations are over
— to decide whether to continue or
dissolve the Alignment.

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVTV. — For the first time
since the Canp David agreement, the

pro-Dayan "Bama" forum will meet
tomorrow morning.
Tbe session has been particularly

problematic because many par-
ticipants are La’am and former
State List members, who since
September have come out strongly

against the agreement which
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan had
a hand in contracting.

Thus the get-together la awaited

with Interest by political observers,
especially since Dayan will deliver
the keynote address on the peace
talks. Speeches by other “Bama"
participants will follow, beginning
with MK Zalman ShovaJ, who quit

his post as Foreign Ministry infor-

mation chief after he Joined the Hur-
vitz splinter of La‘am.
Some “Bama" participants might

not attend in order to show dis-

satisfaction with the autonomy plan.

Former Minister Ylgal Hurvltz Is not
expected to attend.

Peace Now calls for mass turnout

Peace Now yesterday called on its

supporters to' turn out In force at
tomorrow’s anti-settlement
demonstration In Jerusalem's
Independence Park — come rain or
shine.

The movement stressed that the
demonstration will start at 4 p.m.,
regardless of the weather. The
gathering has been organized to
protest the government's capitula-

tion to Gush Emunim's demands for
further settlements In the heart of

the Arab-populated administered

territories, a movement statement
said.

“The establishment of ghost-
settiements while peace negotiations
are in progress can yield no advan-
tage. and will only strike at the vital

security objectives Israel Is seeking
tp achieve In the peace talks,” the
statement said.

The statement was endorsed by 20
Knesset members— five from Shal,
12 from the Alignment, two from
Shell, and one from the Citizens
Rights List.

Truce at Machpela Cave this weekend
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Klryat Arba leader Rabbi Moshe
Levinger said last night that he had
reached an agreement with Arab
leaders in neighbouring Hebron
that both communities would avoid a
confrontation In the disputed
Machpela Cave over the weekend.
Levinger told The Jerusalem Post

of the agreement following yester-

day's visit to Hebron by Defence
Minister Ezer Welzman. Weizman,
who met with both Jewish and Arab
leaders, said that he or the cabinet
will take a decision on the dispute
this coming week.
The dispute centres on the Jews'

demand to hold services in Ohel
Yitzhak, although a 1975 cabinet
decision authorized formal services
there for Moslems only. The issue
came to a head a fortnight ago, when

hundreds of Jews tried to take a Torn
scroll Into Ohel Yitzhak, and clashed
with soldiers there.
The incident Inflamed passions

among Moslems In the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip, and 4,000
worshippers turned up to pray In the
cave last Friday, In a show of force.
Eight were caught carrying knives.

Guatemalan envoy
Former Guatemalan ambassador

to Israel Ramiro Gereda Asturias
has once again been named the Cen-
tral American country's represen-
tative to Israel, the Foreign Ministry
announced on Wednesday.

Asturias, who is now ambassador
to Peru, has also served in that
capacity in the Dominican Republic,
Panama and China. He served in
Israel from 1974 to 1977.

• The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
1

.

mourns the passing of
.

Dr. SARA FEDER-KEYFITZ y*

whose love of scholarship and outstanding public service
will always be remembered.

Pioneer Women
The Women's Labor Zionist Organization of America
deeply mourns the passing of Its revered past president

Dr. SARA FEDER-KEYFITZ

Frieda S. Leemon. National President
National Board of Pioneer Women '

With deep sorrow we mourn the death of our beloved sister,

sister-in-law, aunt, and grand aunt,

OLGA HOFFMANN

nee Perlmann

In the name of all relatives In Israel and abroad

Josef Perlman, 9 Maceabl, R&anana,
Henry Perlmann Miami, U.S.A.
Yehudlt Vardi, 9 Hagolan, Tel Aviv

The funeral took place yesterday, January 11, 1979

Wlzo — Womens’ International Zionist Organization
deeply mourns the passing of

ROSAGINOSSAR :

World Wlzo Honorary .President, active Zionist leader since 1925, and
Honorary Citizen of Jerusalem, and expresses ‘its condolences to the
bereaved family.

To David Hacohen and his family

We share your sorrow on the death of your sister

ROSE

Atlantic Fisheries and Shipping Company Ltd.
Management and Employees
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Religious zealots call for

‘pray-in’ on new Ramot road

Religious zealots In Jerusalem s

ultra-orthodox Mea Shear!m quarter

are planning a mass pray-in on the

new Ramot road tomorrow, to

protest the use of the road on the

Sabbath by secular residents of

Ramot. . . .

Wall posters have been pasted up

In Mea S^earim. calling on all

religious Jews to attend the pray-ln,

but urging them to refrain from any

violence or desecration of the sab-

h^ftellgious youths have staged

violent protests on the road, which

nma past the orthodox Klryat Zanz

quarter In northern Jerusalem,. on

the past two sabbaths.

One of last weekend's protestors,

Yehuda Ya’acov, 19, who holds a
British passport, was fined ILZ0.000

and given a three-year suspended
sentence in the Jerusalem
Magistrates Court yesterday, for

stoning cars using the road. Several

cars were damaged In the incident,

and the police had to take tough ac-

tion to restore order.

Both sides to the dispute met
yesterday.-together with Mayor Ted-

dy KoUek, and Jerusalem police

chief Tat-Nltzav Zvi Ben-Eliahu, In

an effort to Iron out their differences.

The Klryat Zpnn residents would like

Ramot car-owners to use' the old

road to the quarter, which is situated

on the northern fringe of the capital.

But the Ramot residents are opposed
to doing this, as they claim the old

road Is much more dangerous than

the new three-lane highway.
Kollek was highly critical of both

sides at yesterday's meeting. He
deplored the violence displayed by

some religious elements, but also

had some angry words for certain

Ramot residents, who, he charged.

Yehuda Ya’acov, accompany
by a policeman,. eutBlde

7^
Jerusalem Magistrates Court.

(EHharar.Zoonrn)

had deliberately provokeda coifftfe.

tation by organizing convoys along

the road last weekend. .

!

The mayor noted that the citjy
police had enough on their hands

without'having to turn out In force to

deal with a situation that ceui&fc

solved peacefully.
Tat-Nltzav Ben-Eliahu said that

the police would be on huid
throughout the Sabbath to prevent i

recurrence of the violence that baa

marked the past two weekends. ••

IDF reports over IL300m. saved
The IDF saved over ILSOOm. In the

first 10 months of 1978 by cutting

down expenditure on various items
and by streamlining administration.
This was revealed on Sunday by
Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan at a
meeting of a committee including

members of the Knesset Foreign Af-

fairs and Defence and Finance Com-
mittees.
The chief of staff said that the sum

included: IL4m. saved by cutting
down on corps days and enter-
tainment; ILSOxn. by cutting food
costs; IL15m. by decreasing
journeys abroad financed from the
vehicle budget; IL40m. by the
redefinition of equipment
specifications and IL14m. by
speeding up unloading times In the
country's ports.
Eitan told the committee that

forecasts showed that the IDF could
expect to save IL125m. in 1979.

The 1978 saving resulted in part
from cutting out surplus manpower.
Some 3,250 soldiers were taken away
from jobs. Including 1,055 from staff

work. Eitan said.

Committee Chairman MK Da
Rosolio announced at the end of _
meeting that the body would
discuss the budgetary ImpUcatfou
of the IDF redeployment, in 'the

Negev.

Sharon: Urban centre,

in Gaza Strip certain

Jerusalem Post Reporter -

KERYAT MALACHL — Agriculture

Minister Ariel Sharon said liter*

yesterday that the planned urtan

centre in the Gaza Strip wffl be bain,

although there has .not yet been i

;

final decision by the Mlnisterti]

Settlement Committee.
It will not be possible to leave four

Isolated settlements in the

region, he declared. For proof tint

&

centre will be established^
referred to the nucleus of settiend
one of the existing settlements io

the area. . V

' Oh the thirtieth day after the :death of. •

:

ourdear.i . d.- ui c

Rabbi HARRY COHEN ^
there will he a memorial service

on Tuesday, January 16, 1979 at 3.30 p.m.

We shall meet at the entrance to S&vyon Cemetery. .

Our thanks to all who expressed condolences verbally and
by letter.

The Family

We announce with deep sorrow the untimely death

of our son, our father, my husband, our brother,

our son-in-law and dear uncle

Dr. Eng. Yosef Dor-Ram

Details of the funeral will he announced

Buchwaid
Dor-Ram
Rokswilier
Goldlist families

A year has passed since our beloved son and brother

ILAN SHMUEL MANNS
fell In the line of duty.

Memorial services will be held on Thursday, January 18, 1979 (Tevetrfb
3.30 p.m. Military Cemetery — Klryat Shaul. Special buses will Iea«.

from the family residence, 40 Herzog St.^ Givatayim. at 3.'“

p.m.
8.00 p.m. At ‘Gvurat Mordechal' Synagogue, 32 Herzog St.. Givatayio*

The evening wfil Include a lecture by Dr. b. Hartman

To Leah Rosenberg, and family,
our deepest condolences on the passing ofyour

MOTHER ^
Your colleagues in
the laboratory.
Department of Microbiology,
Tel Aviv University

The undersigned extend appreciation and thanks to all friendsand acquaintance*
who bo kindly expressed their sympathy and condolences on the paentag^ ***

head of our family,

Mr. MAX BARTFELD
(formerly of Vienna).

B’Wtleld — Sherman families
Tri Aviv and USA.
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i«t^ Begin, British Tories

^ diseuss hopes, fears
I

'•

Jvii •-. JUDY MEGEL '

;
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:Pttor 'MMtoter Menahe® ' Begin
. nrid feAttdtir ih*f torapl to a stable

i- aiiyoftfto fi« woTtoL asri c«n be
u reuetf upjob aa * baation of

mtatim* when Soviet in*

phwfcw toexpanding by forced

i
tobtotifiBc* with about 30

£srf$i*& members of the Conservative
dtZaraefl. tt» prornicrstated

fetod tbe prwn? world situation, tn

timSUbrwunfry after country t» tali.

Influence, is '.'quite

; dimgerma^Ail free natkaw to the

wertd,’ be«M,sto«dcf stand together
an liberty be destroyed.

BrtiB. to-to bour-lorur converse-
•TV .b.l » >-

J

VL
sy*I£

|

_w Mp* wyilas Gonscrvative can-

orih* next British elections,

ms government's efforts to

^>Htott»ysace.-8&air«Malag hope that

a-peabe agr^mentwlttr Egypt can
I be sifsed, be said that Israel does

not wnat eiiberaabrth war or a aixth

/ victory. While Instating on main-

tateing its ability to defend Itself.

, Israel will beep its pledge never to
1

Attack another country first, he said,

i The prime minister noted that he
was surprised said dismayed by
Budden "lows

’ 1 inpeace negotiations

: with Egypt tost year, but added that

Israeli* should be neither Impressed

sor depressed by the ups and downs.

Batow," e

Mikve not a religious duty

for men, High Court rules
The High Court of JuiOee ruled

yesterday that Jewish males are un-

LVPH derno obligationtotahearitual hath

before morning prayers. According-
_ ly, It turned down the application of

fir, an Eilat lawyer for an order trisicall-

.nTfhtn . tag on theRellgioua Affairs Minister

and tbe-BUat Religious Council to.

.7 W .. men the town's mikve to him every

Sf«*yV morning.
re^e ploy

cJ Tbs applicant. Yitshak David,
claimed that it was a custom sanc-

'—n, tkmed by the Tora thata man should
fL. take a ritual bath before Ms morning

$ prayers.
"The Importance of tevila to such

ftft that, according to Halacha. building

a mikve takes precedence over
“ p« building a synagogue,” he claimed.
ACHl -u David went on to charge that the
l SharaT Eilat mikve had been closed to men
t tiw pifc tor the past 17 years, and all bis ef-

azeStrw! forto to gain access to the bathsbad
i hat a, ,

been turned down. The reason given

bv th, £. was that be was the only man in the

1 Sbar«
l

1 ^ Pha*

we Strip*
!

by the fc

nmltttt.

'fflenu 1 5

f®
1

or eitebk

nucleate

kfagMfc

Israeli pilots stay down on the farm

as foreigners haul export produce
By BARUCH SAVOJLE
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV.— “Israel has about 180

former air force pilots who have
become clerk* and farmers, yet

' Cargo Air Lines hires foreign pilots,

crewmembersdnd aircraft,"?
rcharg-

"

. ed Arye Os. chairman of the Israeli
4
Pilots Association, yesterday.

Oz explained to The Jerusalem
Post that Ids association had reluc-
tantly agreed to CAL chartering one
Flying Tiger 747 “because we did not
wishto sabotage the current produce
export season.** But the association

said it would challenge CAL’a deci-

sion to hire another cargo jet from
TWA and a third from Sabena.
An El A1 training official reached

for comment conceded that a
nucleus of trained fighter pilots ex-
fete,- manyof whom have returned to

their kibbutzim. But he claimed that
"“to turn these pilots Into commercial-
fliers takes many hundreds of hours
of conversion, and many who tried

just did not make the grade."
The El A1 official confirmed Oz's

statement that “El Al’a pilots had
flown only about half their normal
number of hours In recent months."

n Cemetery.

es verMr*

Spam-Israel society founded in Madrid

The Centra! Institute for Cultural

Relations between Israel, Latin

America, Spain and Portugal an-

. nouneed Wednesday to Jerusalem
Thi* ijjat a group of prominent Spanish

personalities recently established a
Spain-Iarael Friendship Society.

Quoting a Spanish news agency
report, the institute said that Cortes

(parliament) speaker Antonio Her-

nandez Gil — who drew up the new

Spanish constitution — is to head the
new organization.
The news agency said the Madrid

organization also includes promi-
nent clergymen, politicians and In*

dus.triaiists. "Like similar
organizations in Western Europe,
the organization will seek to expand
cultural and material links between
the citizens of the two countries." the

report said.
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TOURISTS
FOREIGN CURRENCY

ACCOUNTS
WITH SANK LEUMI

The Hrsf and Largest Banking Group In Israel, mi international Bonk

with 10 tiBoii dollars* in grasp amts.

intftraattoaa] Network of Offices and Conaspondant Banks

Open your IntamationeJ’ Account in th8 currency of'

your choice or our special Multicurrency Account and

earn tax-free interest

Take advantage of our International facilities for

Current Exchange, transfers/ Foreign Stocks & Bonds

and Gold.

Bash by mV mtt

Bank leumidb 'DiNi pn
icfSMHism. HP ow awwio

FORfi6NRESIO£NT& TOURISTCENTER

130, BEN-VCHUOA ST^ TEUAVIV 63401. ISRAEL

TEL (03)229231 • TELEX 03-2254

OUR HOTEL OFFICES ARE OPEN DURING EVENING HOURS

Soon to ba opened — our Jsmsatam Tourist Centre

*as At June 30, 1978

Moii Hus coupon tor furiher detods 10:

TOURIST CENTRE
130, Ben Yehuda St f

Tel-Aviv 63401

Please send me infonrwliort on banking with Bank Leumi

Name:

Address:

One member of the group, Sir

Charles Johnston, presented Begin
with a sliver tankard Inscribed with
words of thanks from the organiza-
tion.

Planned by the World Zionist
Organisation's external relations
department, the group’s eight-day
visit will take them from Katzrln in

the Golan Heights to Yamlt in the
, Sinai.

At a dinner this week with WZO
Executive Chairman Arye Dulzin.
Conservative Friends founder.
Michael Fldlcr. said that to 1974 he
wrote to 270 Tory MPa. leaving out
six who he knew were hostile to

Israel. Over 100 of them have joined
the organization since then, In-

cluding Conservative Party leader
Margaret Thatcher, who was one of
the founding members. “The next
Conservative government In the
United Kingdom will have a deep un-
derstanding of the needs of Israel —
the only democracy in the Middle
East.” Fidler said.

Thatcher sent a special message
with the group. In which she con-
veyed her best wishes to all Israeli
dignitaries they were to meet, and
sold she expected to get a full report
upon the group’s return. Dulzin told
the British that their support was
vary important In a world that cither
“doesn't want to or can't understand
us.*”

Sir Charles Johnston presents Premier Mcnahem Begin with :l

silver tankard from the British Conservative Friends of Israel
delegation now vlsiting Israel. ,Kurt Mcyeiwuw*

Falasha aliya stalled by lack

of Israel-Ethiopia relations

town who wished to use them every
morning, and that this would require
special arrangements.
The High Court rebuked David for

being disingenuous in claiming that
this was his first application for an
order nisi on this issue, pointing out
that he had made an application on
behalf of a client In 1969.

Turning to the substance of the
application, the court cited Its ruling
rejecting David's earlier applica-
tion. when it found that trrUa was
not a religious duty for men
although a sage had once said that

the act would bring “a blessing" on
the man who performed it.

“For the sake of this blessing," the
court bad ruled in 1969. “the High
Court of Justice cannot force the
religious council in Eilat to make
special arrangements to enable the
applicant to take & bath at on hour
which is neither day nor night."
(Itim)

By OAF! GAON
Jerusalem Pont Reporter

MAZKEP.ET BATVA. — It is not
possible io bring the 28.000 Falashas
scattered among 290 villages in

Ethiopia to Israel because Israel has
no diplomatic presence there, accor-
ding to Yehuda Domlnltz. director-

general of the Jewish Agency's aliya

and absorption department.

Domlnltz ulso claimed that even
under the late Emperor Haile
Selassie, there had not been a largo

immigration from Ethiopia, because
the emperor had not been in favour
of it.

Addressing a meeting of the

Zionist Council yesterday, Domlnltz
revealed that about 2,000 Falashas
had been killed or wounded in

Ethiopia in the past three years. But.

he claimed, this was not because
they were Jews. He asserted that

most of them lived in remote areas
which had undergone considerable
turmoil since the .'all of the emperor.
Yehuda Azrleli. deputy chairman

of the Zionist Council's national
council, provided details on emigra-
tion during :hc past ao years. He said
that some 250.000 Israelis had left the

country permanently between 1948

and 1976. Most were in their 20s. un-

married, and usually with some
higher education. .

Contrary to popular belief. Azrleli
said, most emigrants were of

American and European origin,

followed by Israelis of African or
Asian origin. Subras, he said, made
up the amalicst group of yurdim.
Only five per cent of Israelis who

left permanently declared that this

was tneir intention, while the others

a;. id they wore going abroad "tefr.-

pvr.irily," Azrlcl; said.
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Long-winded lothario guilty of rape
TEL AVIV iltlmi. — A Jaffa man
whom the District Court here
described as “the most irresponsi-

ble, long-winded and least convin-

cing' ' person they had ever tried was
convicted yesterday of raping a
physical-education Instructor he had
taken on a date.

The rapist — Eliezer Kobo, 27 —
was released on bond pending
sentencing.
Kobo met his victim — a 26-year-

old Wingate Institute graduate who
is now studying at university — on
October 31. when he gave her a ride.

They arranged to meet again the

next evening, and he took her to a
movie and then to a restaurant.

The next slop was to have been “to

drink coffee'
1

in Herzliya. The
. woman told the court that she had
agreed, as while h£,h&& been rather.

. free with iiis hands' and his talk, she
\ had politely been managing to ward
him off. But on the way to Herzliya

he turned aside onto a dirt road near
Rishpon, slapped her. forced her into

the back seat and raped her.

The woman's friends said that just

before the “date" she told them she
hud met a very impressive man that
day. who had cheques for large sums
lying in his car and had told her of

his big business deals. The day after
the rape they found her crying and
hysterical.

She did not originally want to com-
plain to police, she said; but a
former boyfriend took her to his

brother, a policeman, and the com-
plaint was made.
The court, comparing the evidence

offered by the two sides, found Kobo
arrogant and totally unreliable,
while the victim's testimony was
convincing. The judges noted that
the headmistress of the school at

which she teaches had said that
before the rape the woman had been
full of jni dr-rffre. but since then she
hud been in a state of shock and
depression.
Another detail that the woman had

not known about Kobo was that he Is

married and the father of two
children.

Beit She’an election appeal refused
By YOEL DAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

NAZARETH. — The district court
here yesterday rejected a Ukud re-
quest to have the Beit Shean local
council election annulled.

The Likud had charged eight
Alignment members with attemp-
ting to bribe voters before
November's election. Judge Theodor
Orr found no legal basis for the

Likud request. Political per-
sonalities. he said, ought not to reply

to charges when they know there are

no grounds for accusation. He added
that some of the 13 residents who
took the witness stand had personal
reasons to damage the local coun-

cil’s reputation.

Orr instructed police to investigate

the testimonies and to press charges
in court. He also dismissed another
Likud accusation that the local coun-
cil had distributed 400 transistor

radios to security personnel in order
to win votes. The judge acknowledg-
ed that distribution of such gifts had
been a local holiday custom for some
years. But he added that it would
have been better had the local coun-
cil chairman not Included a letter

with the gifts.

MK Ronnie MUlo. who pressed the

bribery charges, told The Jerusalem
Post that he intends to appeal to a
higher court. But council chairman
Yitzhak Kenan was warmly con-

gratulated by his Alignment sup-

porters outside the courtroom.
The Likud was ordered to pay IL7,-

000 in court costs to the accused.

Likud factions to set up council
By SARAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Agreement was
reached on Wednesday to establish a
Likud council composed of leaders of

the different factions In the party to

increase discussion and strengthen
contacts among them.

The decision to set up the council
was reached following a meeting
between Minister without Portfolio
Moshe Nissim of the Liberals and
Herut chairman Prof. Moshe Arens.

The council will number about 80
members. Including party ministers.

Knesset members, Jewish Agency

Executive representatives.
Hlstadrut faction leaders and large
city mayors. It will hold Its first

meeting next month.

The Herut faction hopes the coun-
cil will serve to deepen cooperation
among the various Likud com-
ponents and bring about greater par-
ty uiuty.

Liberal aspirations are more
modest, perhaps because they want
to maintain their independence. The
Liberals insist that the council be no
more than a discussion platform to

facilitate exchange of views within

the party.

ISRAEL FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION

DECLARATION
The National Council of the Israel Family Planning Association,

at its meeting In Tel Aviv on January 9, 1979, decided to express

publicly its strong opposition to the proposal to annul or change

Paragraph 5a<5) of the Penal Law Amendment (Interruption of

Pregnancy) Law, 1977, which deals with granting permission

for an abortion for familial or social considerations.

This opposition is based on the following reasons

:

a. The Israel Family Planning Association to sure that the proposed

amendment will principally affect women from low socio-economic

groups, will emoty the law of all significance, and will bring about a

return to the unbearable discrimination against women who are In

greatest need of this public service.

2. The Israel Family Planning Association believes that the present law

does not in any way Interfere with religious freedom. On the contrary.

It permits every woman and her physician to act according to their

conscience and beliefs. On the other hand, the proposed amendment

will tend to curtail the freedom of the woman or her physician to act

according to their wishes, within the law.

3. The Israel Family Planning Association is of the opinion that tne law

which came into effect almost a year ago has proved itself efficient

and effective, and to strongly opposed to the fact that a socio-

medlcal principle which hu been given legal validity may be

amended or annulled, not because of considerations relevant to the

context of the law. but on purely political grounds.

In view of the above, we appeal to all factions in the Knesset to allow their

members a free vole, and the Israel Family Planning Association

appeals to all members of Knesset to vote according to their consciences

on the context of the law. and not solely according to political con-

siderations.
National Council
Israel Family Planning Association

3 Zvl Shaplra St.

January 12. 1979
Tel Avlv

‘General didn’t take Mizrahi Tedmio
?
**

into secret embassy room’ f
!*s sot

.

: ‘;s

laDour essBfc.eTEL AViv ( Itim i
.
— a security mar.

told the district court here yesterday
that millionaire contractor and
hotelier Bcsale! Mizrahi had no: ac-
companied a reserve army genera!
into an off-llmlts room In an Israel*

embassy in South America.
The security man. whose name

was not released for publication, was
testifying for the litigant in Mizrahi’s
prolonged ILlOm. libel action
against “Ha'aretz" for calling him a
boss of organized crime. Earlier in
the ease another security mar. called
by the defence, said that Mizrahi had
entered the room.
Mizrahi accompanied the genera!,

Ihe court heard yesterday, cn a
check of security nt Israeli em-
bassies in South America. The
general, who was responsible for
dealing with a certain subject,
presented Mizrahi as an expert on
building who could offer advice on &
security fence to be put up ftreund
the embassy in Brasilia.
The witness told ''Ha'aretz’' at-

torney Sh.’omo L.'eblich that Mizrahi
h?.d not accompanied the general
into an off-limits room in the em-
bassy in Asuncion, the capita] of
Paraguay.
Another witness, a former jour-

nalist. whose name was not released
for publication, testified that ne had
met Mizrahi at the home of an IDF
general (who. like the other general

mentioned In the case, may not be
named i

.

Witness number seven for the
litigant was Yosef Romano, the
national security officer of Israel

Discount Bank. Thev62-year-o!d
witness said that he had been in-

troduced io Mizrahi by' MordechcJ
Tsarfati ("Mentesh") but knew of no
business ties between the two men.
A Tel Aviv factory owner (who

asked for and was granted
anonymity!, described his business
ties with the litigant as “very cor-

rect. very fair and even more than
that." He had known Mizrahi for 1G

years, he said, and did not believe
the stories he had heard about him.
When his factory was damaged in

a fire for the third time. Mizrahi
rang him the morning after and
offered hia help in carrying out
repair work. He said that although
he thought that two out of the three

fires were the work of arsonists, no-
one had tried to blackmail him.
The witness said he did not know

Rahamim Aharoni — one of several
peopie who have been linked with
Mizrahi — and knew of no business
tics between the two men.
The trial was adjourned until

January 24. The attorneys represen-
ting the litigant told Judge ShulamH
Wallenstein that they would try to
present all their witnesses before the
end of Januarv.
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Egyptians keep player from
tennis match with Israeli

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Egyptian Ani Nazar
refused to play Israel's Tommy
Frischer in the recent World Cup
junior tennis championships in Mex-
ico City, following instructions from
the Egyptian embassy there.

The cap:ain of the Egyptian team
contacted his embassy for instruc-

tions wher. the two youngsters were
drawn in meet :n the second round cf

the major youth tournament, which
*s an extension of the World Junior
Tennis Championships in Miami
Beach.
The embassy's reply was that they

were unable to make any change in

Cairo’s 30-year-old practice of allow-

ing no competition between Egyp-
tian and Israeli sportsmen.
Nazar expressed regrets to

Frischer at being unable to play him.
and the boys reportedly parted on
good terms.

Israel Tennis Association general-
secretary Zvi Meyer reported the in-

cident yesterday, following the
return homo cn Sunday of Frischer

and his teammates Shahzr Perkia,
Hazil Tzubari and Da! in Solts.

Frischer. 17. who is Israel’s

current number one junior, was in-

volved in another incident on the

Miami Beach circuit — when his

Irish counterpart Donald Watt called

him "a Jewish bastard" during their

match last week at the Pembroke
Lake championships in Florida.

Watt's remark, made during a dis-

puted point in the second set.
brought an official complaint to the
tournament committee from Israel's

team manager Jackie Saul, and
resulted in the Irish player being ex-

pelled from the meet and sent home
in disgrace the following day. The
match. left unfinished at one-set-all

because of rain, was awarded to

Frischer.
Meyer told The Jerusalem Post al

last night that both incidents will be
brought up at the next meeting of the
ITA executive.

‘Gov’t has image abroad of shlemieF
By .Jerusalem Post Staff

TEL AVIV. — Former UN am-
bassador Chaim Herzog this week
told a gathering of Mapam activists

that the Israel government has the
image of a "shlemiel" abroad, and
that nothing causes Israel more
damage than ''chatter” about
settlements In the territories.

"There was nothing that caused
more discomfort and disconcem in

the U.S. during my term as (UNI
ambassador than declarations about
settlements,'' Herzog said.
"Ministers often spoke without
restraint about the settlements, and
we suffered condemnation because
of that chatter," he told party and

Kibbutz Artzl activists.

Herzog said that the Israel
government's image abroad "is that
of a .vJifemiel because more than
once, ministers in the government
have contradicted one another in

public declarations."

Herzog said that the PLO delega-
tion at the UN is one of the most ac-
tive representations at the inter-
national body, "and the members of
the delegation work seriously." He
said he saw the Allon Plan (for parti-
tion of Judea and Samaria between
Israel and Jordan) as the most
logical basis for negotiations with
Jordan. “Or at any rate, !t's better
than the autonomy plan," he said.
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SETTLING IN ISRAEL f

YOU WILL NEED A FRIBSSL
TV,COOKER...

ELECTRO-BAIT
WILL SUPPLY ALL YOUR

REQUIREMENTS.
At the “Electro-Balt” shops, you will find the

various types of electrical appliances you would

need: refrigerator, TV sets, cookers, ovens,

washers, vacuum-cleaners, mixers . .

.

We offer a carefully selected range of appliances

by various manufacturers at special prices for

new immigrants. (Convenient payment terms

available - no interest charged).

As part of our service, we will advise you how
to start your assimilation in Israel on the “right

foot” — how to bypass the “little problems"^/
that usually beset the newcomer. y'
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By giving in to a destructive, extreme minority, the government is ruining

prospects for peace.

To show opposition to the decision to establish an urban settlement at Nablus. . ^

call on you, for the first time since the Camp David agreement, to cemons;rL:r ir

the streets the wish of the majority for peace.

For the Fulfilment of Peace and the Ensuring of Security

join a demonstration for the cancelling of the government’s decision , cL’.l ter

signing of a peace treaty.

Come to a meeting on Saturday, January 13 at 4.00 p-m. in fodepeiiuenue

(Gan Ha’atzma’ut) Jerusalem (near the Supermarket).

Assembly points for transport:

Haifa: 1.45 p.m., Gar. Ha’em, and 1.30 p.m.. Kikar Ziv

Tel Aviv: 2.30 p.m., Mann Auditorium

Rehovot: 2.30 p.m., 52 Rehov Lewin Epstein

L’C ‘liTli

PEACE NOW
P,0;B. 20422. Jerusalem: P.O.B. 21291, TeS Aviv; P.O.B. 3SH. Haifa.

Bank acc.: No. 55566/37, Bank Leumi. 100 Rehov DizeiiRoff, Tel Aviv
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Smith tells whites they

must accept black rule
UMTALI, Rhodesia (AP). — Prime
Minister Ian Smith yesterday told
Rhodesia's whites 'that they must
accept the inevitability of black rule
and the need for recognition Cram the
free world.
Urging the 80,000-strong white

electorate to say “yes" to anew con-
stitution providing for black rule
wben they vote at the January 90
referendum. Smith said Rhodesia
could not win the guerrilla war under
present circumstances.
Smith said "There Is no danger of

imminent collapse. We can go on if

need be for years; but that wont
overcome our problems, and if we
don't get support from the free world
there isn't really much hope."
Smith was given a standing ova-

tion as he walked into the meeting in
this eastern border garrison town by
the crowd of about 900 whites, many
of them farmers along the guerrilla-
infiltrated frontier with Mozam-
bique. It was the first rally of his pro-
referendum campaign.
Smith said South Africa had been

embarrassed for some time by its

role as sole supplier to Rhodesia in
defiance of international trade em-
bargoes.
"Oil is the Achilles heel of

Southern Africa at the moment.
They (South Africa) are the only
country in the world supplying us
with oil in defiance of the United
Nations resolution,” Smith said.
"For that reasonthe South African

government for a long time has said,
‘We hope you will solve your
problems and get back to legality.”'
Smith said former South African

prime minister John Vorster had
told him that "when pressure is
applied to us which affects you, we
have no option other than to pass it

on to you." Smith was apparently
referring to the political turmoil In
Iran which has been the major
supplier of oil for South Africa.
Smith made it clear he was pin-

ning his hopes for an end to Inter-

national ostracism on recognition by
the Western powers of the result of
Rhodesia's planned April one-man-
one-vote elections.
"Without recognition .it won’t

work," he said.
Smith said that if Rhodesia could

gain free world recognition the
Western powers could be expected to
put pressure on neighbouring Zam-
bia and Mozambique, who harbour
guerrillas operating against
Rhodesia, to end the war.

Press bias influencing mass

murder case, defence claims
CHICAGO (Reuter). — Seven
murder charges against accused
mass sex slayer John Gacy should be
quashed because the grand jury
which indicted him was influenced
by prejudicial press publicity, his
lawyer said.
Attorney Sam Amirante told a

heavily guarded courtroom on
Wednesday that Gacy, a 86-year-old
building contractor, pleaded not
guilty to charges of murdering seven
youths, aged 15 to 20 .

Gacy, an admitted homosexual
once jailed for 18 months for
sodomy, has hardly been out of the
headlinesin Chicagosince police dug
up 27 bodies at Ms suburban home

last month. It was one of the biggest
mass murders ever uncovered in the
U.S.
Hie press has widely reported two

alleged confessions In which be told
police he sexually molested and
strangled 32 boys and young men In

the last seven years.

Amirante has previously said that
he doubted Gacy could get a fair trial

anywhere in the U.S. But Illinois

State Prosecutor Bernard Carey
said on Wednesday be believed an
impartial jury could be found in
Chicago.

Carey said the state would seek the
death penalty If Gacy is convicted.

‘U.S. closing eyes daring Teng visitf

MOSCOW (UPI). — The Soviet
Union said yesterday that the U.S.
had decided to deliberately dose Its

eyes and avoid the subject of human
rights violations in China when Vice-
Premier Teng Hslao-plng visits
Washington.
Hie official Soviet Communist

Party daily "Pravda" quoted the
American press as reportingthat the
Carter administration and Peking
had agreed to avoid the subject of
human righto violations in China
during the Teng visit.

"The U.SJk. thus deliberately

blinks at the factthat millions of peo-
ple In Chin* are destitute of human
rights.

"Hie thought reform camps, the
forced labour of the population, 17
million youths exiled from towns to

out-of-the-way areas, and the con-
tinuing persecutions of the dis-
contented are the reality of the
Maoist regime in China," "Pravda"
said.

“Pravda” said China had not sign-
ed any 'of the 19 human rights
documents most countries have
accepted.

TiberiasPlaza

Gala Singles Weekend

February 1 — February 3

(Thursday afternoon— Motza'ei Shabbat)

Make new friends while you enjoy a smashing weekend in
one of Israel's finest holiday spots. An exciting
programme planned especially for you includes:

Spectacular all-night party
Trip to Mt. Hermon — entertainment — films

and lots more!

From IL1600 including full board, service charges and VAT.

Reservations: Tel. 067-92233, 067-22626

rnimMmmmmium cpHotels »

$ TECHIMIOIM
awHnnees the following vacancy

In Ac
CENTRE FQB AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH

DRAFTSMAN (m or t)

Vacancy No. 179/78
tjaailflcatlons:
Graduate of professional school, experience In drafting machine parts and
mechanical systems.

Designing experience preferable.

"*?“***£ *> a.PP«T writing to ManpowerDivision, Tech-
Say! j£mry «!

““d Development Ltd., Technlon Qty, Haifa, by San-

n^VDnn

THE COLLEGE OF
ADMINISTRATION

Immigrants Accountants/Auditors Courses
In English (February 1999)
6-month course — once a week

for the examination for the licence of

The Auditors Council
1. Tax Law
2. Commercial and Labour Law
3. Law of Corporate Bodies
Contact the College of Administration, 10 Refaov Maearyk, Jerusalem
Tel. 66380, 68383, M a.m.— 12 neon, 4—8 p.m.

U.S. surgeon-general's report:

‘Overwhelming’ proof that smoking kills

WASHINGTON. — The U.S.
surgeon-general says he has
"overwhelming" evidence that

smoking causes death and disease.

What he does not have is a way to

help people stop.
These were among the conclusions

in a 1 ,200-page report issued yester-

day by Surgeon-General Julius Rich-

mond In a "review and reappraisal"

of research accumulated over the

past 19 years.
"This document reveals, with

dramatic clarity, that smoking Is

even more dangerous — Indeed, far

more dangerous — than was sup-

posed in 1964," said Joseph Califano

Jr.. U.S. secretary of health, educa-

tion and welfare.

Cal ifano contended the report
"demolishes” claims by cigarette
manufacturers that there is no
proven link between smoking and
cancer and other chronic diseases.

The new surgeon-general's report

Is based on no new research and con-

tained no startling new conclusions.

Its thrust Is that the volume of

research carried out since the Initial

surgeon-general's report 10 years

ago makes all the more certain the

conclusion that smoking contributes

to cancer, heart disease, bronchitis,

emphysema and other disease*.

Part of the 1 ,206-page report was
devoted to giving up the habit and

the craving that ensues. Dubbed
"tobacco withdrawal syndrome."
craving is “by far the mostcommon,
and clinically the most important,

symptom to appear following
withdrawal from tobacco,” the
report said.

"Abrupt and total withdrawal
from tobacco is associated with a
withdrawal syndrome that subsides

more quickly, and Is no worse than
that seen In partial abstinence," the

report advised.
"A partially abstinent smoker,"

on the other hand, “is in a chrL
state of withdrawal that tyst^
leads to relapse and a-retu^^
smoking.”
The report acknowledge* »l.

“habitual smokers” who qdt-JJJ
1

experience a wide variety of unoS?
aant effects other than crav^T

. Irritability, restlessness,
'

dnii^p
sleep disturbances, gaatro-lntea^
disturbances, anxiety, and InujfiT
ment of concentration. :

But for those who do
quit, the report .said, '‘thertTps
decrease in the risk of devei^gB^

lung cancer." _

. “After 10 to IS years," the
said, "the risk of dying of

:
jag

1

cancer for ex-smokers has decrggl

ed to a point where it is only sligjw^

above the risk for non-amoker^^
Hie report also said it has btogj?

tlmated that 29 million smokersfcgp
kicked the. habit since 1964. tjgS

UPI) -7-.K

pr™

A black recruit draws Is bis kit yesterday at an army camp near
Bulawayo, Rhodesia. Only 800 of the country’s first 1,544 black

draftees showed up under a programme to spread tbe defence
burden “more equitably" between the black and white citizens of

the future Zlmbabwe-Rhodesla. In fact, an estimated 80 per cent of

the Rhodesian army is already made up of black professional

soldiers. (UPI telephoto)

Soviets try to block talks

between U.S. senators, Jews
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MOSCOW. — Nine Jewish activists,

including the brother of imprisoned
Anatoly Shcharansky. were almost
prevented by Soviet hotel ad-
ministrators on Wednesday night
from meeting with a delegation of
U.S. senators, headed by Senate
Minority Leader Howard Baker of
Tennessee.
They were finally allowed Inside

the Sovletokaya Hotel after a U.S.
Embassy diplomat intervened on
their behalf, sources reported.
But the hotel administrators

demanded that the Jews show their
Soviet passports and then wrote
down the name of each participant.

One of the activists said it was the
first time that the hotel, which is

where U.S. Senate delegations
usually stay, had ever denied entry
to Jews slated to meet with senators
there.
When the meeting took place after

a 40-minute delay, the sources said
that Leonid Shcharansky disclosed
thathis brother had beendenied per-
mission to meet with his mother at a
labour camp in the western Urals.

Shcharansky is serving a 13-year
sentence in the camp, and post-

poning the meeting with his mother
until August was described “as a
form of punishment."
The Jewish delegation met with

the senators for 90 minutes and dis-

cussed Soviet emigration policy and
the effects of the Jackson-Vanik con-
gressional amendment which links
U.S.-Soviet trade with the issue of
Jewish immigration, it was
reported.
Meanwhile. Baker revealed that

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei.
Gromyko bad refused to accept from
him a list of special hardship cases
for visa consideration. ^
Baker said that the list included

less than a hundred names the
senators wanted the Soviets to con-
sider for permission to emigrate.
Earlier Senate delegations. In-

cluding one headed by Senator
Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticut,
succeeded in presenting their lists to
Gromyko or Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev. But Baker said Gromyko
would not accept his. (AP, UPI)

Rightist youth shot in Rome
ROME (UPI). — Warring right and
left-wing extremist factions con-
tinued their wave of violence here
yesterday as a right-wing youth died

.

of bullet wounds he suffered in a lef-

tist ambush.
Doctors said right-wing activist

Stefano CecchettI died from bullet

wounds In the stomach after three
hours of surgery failed to save him.

- Ceccetti and two other rightists

were wounded in an ambush on
Wednesday night while standing on a
suburban street corner. The youth
was the second right-wing activist to

die in violent clashes in a 12-hour
period. The other was shot in a gun-
fight with policemen.
Police said a powerful time bomb

exploded early yesterdaymorning in

front of the home of another rightist

activist, apparently in revenge for a
series of attacks on leftists In recent
days.
Rome police also reported that a

transit bus was set afire during the
night and that patrolling officers had
found two pistols and a powerful
time bomb made of more than one
kilogram of TNT.

14 killed in two Philippine clashes
MANILA (Reuter). — Fourteen peo-
ple were killed In the first two
clashes of the new year between
government forces and separatist
rebels of the Moro National Libera-
tion Front (MNLF) in the Southern
Philippines, military sources said
yesterday.
The clashes occurred in the Sulu

Island province 1,000 km. south of
Manila on Sunday and Monday. They
coincided with a visit by Somali
Foreign Minister Abdirahman Jama
Barre, whose country is a member of
the Islamic Conference's committee
mediating In the separatist conflict.

Four soldiers of the paramilitary
constabulary and four rebels were
killed In the clash on Monday in
Fangutaran, Sulu, when about 60
heavily armed rebels ambushed a

patrol. Last Sunday, one soldier and
five rebels were killed In another
clash in Sulu.

In a briefing at the defence
ministry yesterday, Barre was told

the Philippine government still wish-
ed to settle the secessionist rebellion
— simmering now for nearly seven
years — but no longer knew who to

negotiate with because the rebel
leadership appeared split

Deputy Defence Minister Carmslo
Barbero also accused MNLF chair-
man Nur Misuari — based in Libya
— of betraying the 1976 cease-fire
agreement and Islamic Conference
mediation efforts by still insisting on
an Independent Moslem state in the
south of the predominantly Christian
Philippines.

EMUNAH — NATIONAL. RELIGIOUS
WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION

The English Speaking Council announces its

Annual open leadership conference

Tuesday, January 16, 1979 (17 Tevet), 9.30 a.m.—3.30 p.m.
at Ahnzat Sarah — Shlkun faeh, Bnei Brak

Topic: Social Integration

Guest speaker: Mr. Yehuda Dominitz, Director,
Immigration and Absorption Dept., Jewish Agency

Members are cordially invited

Petrol hike sparks

‘revolt’ in Jamaica
KINGSTON, Jamaica (UPI). —
Security officials banned all public
meetings and marches and placed
police on an island-wide alert yester-

day to head off an outbreak of
violence that Prime Minister
Michael Manley called "an organiz-
ed plot to overthrow my
government."
At least five persons; including

three policemen, were killed in the
demonstrations and violence touch-
ed off on Monday by a government
announcement of an increase in

petrol prices.

Main roads In Jamaica remained
blockaded, but the outlawed
demonstrations seemed to diminish.
Police found the bullet-riddled

body of a constable on Wednesday
night in the New Kingston hotel area.
He and two other constables had
been kidnapped along with a
watchman in a raid on a public
works compound.
Jamaica's north coast resorts of

Montego Bay, Negrll and Ocho Rios
were reported yesterday to be cut off
by roadblocks set up by
demonstrators. Tourists trying to
leave the island were trapped at air-

ports.

Tourism, the Island's main in-

dustry, had been having its first good
season In five years.

Ruhr workers end

strike costing $750m.
HESSEN, West Germany (Reuter).
— Steel workers went back to their

jobs In West Germany's industrial

Ruhr region yesterday after a 44-day
strike which cost the Industry about
DM 1.5b. ($750m.)
Their return follows acceptance of

a compromise wage settlement giv-
ing them a 4 per cent pay rise and
longer holidays. Night shift workers
and day workers over 50 will do
fewer shifts per year, but will
receive full pay.
The strike and a retaliatory

lockout by employers Involved 19

plants and made 100,000 workers
Idle.

LITERACY. — The Portuguese
government yesterday published a
law committing the government to
provide basic universal education
and to eliminate illiteracy.

Save your oum life

High blood pressure is

the No. l killer.

U-CHEK II
electronic device for

measuring blood pressure.

VAPORIZER
for children's and babies'
rooms, and asthma sufferers.

Available from:
Meditronlcs Ltd.

34 Rehov Shalom Aleichem,
Tel Aviv

Tel. 280754.

Sill
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Four French quintuplets still at risk J
NANCY, France (AP). — The.
Guidon quintuplets, born three
months prematurely at the Adolphe-

Pinard maternity centre here, pass-

ed their second night under intensive
care, with four of the children still at

high risk, the centre said yesterday.

Hie five babies, Ludovic. Regis,

Serge, Fabriee and Sonia, were born
on Tuesday evening by caesarean
section to 20-year-old Marie-Therese
Guidon, who had received treatment
with fertility drugs.
A bulletin said Ludovic was

"slightly improved. The gvneraicob-

dition of the four others remains usr

changed. The risks are high audit

will be a long process to bring tiH&L

to maturity." The children's heatui

remains "totally dependent ariiiv

tifleial techniques," it said.
'

"A '•

A spokesman for the medical tMa
attending the quintuplets, whose

weight ranged from 0.9 to^t
kilograms, said the children fc&K-

tlnued to breathe with the akkef:

miniature artificial reapiratoix:
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FOREIGN RESIDENTS, TOURISTS, NEW IMMIGRANTS;
ISRAELIS RESIDING ABROAD . .,f

•
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You want the most for your money! You will get it ^
if you open a free foreign currency account at the
Discount Bank. ^

You will enjoy «

* High interest based on Eurocurrency rates :
* Interest free of Israel income tax .

'

?
* Funds freely transferable, anywhere, any time.
* Non-residents are exempt from estate duties

Short on time? Send in the coupon below and we’ll send you
'

full details and application forms. You can do ail your
banking by mail, too.

Interesting, isn't it?

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK LTD. \

Main Foreign hxdiiingc Branch
'

•

25A. Lilienblum Street TeL 54484 ’
. I.

Td Aviv J
1

Plea* send me ’•••

In formal ion Free Foreign Currency accounts and Banking by Mail sen rcc •

Vour quarterly publication: BUSINtSS REVIEW AND fcCONOMIC NEWS FROM ISRAEL •

Your booklet TRAVELLING TIPS FOR TOURISTS IN ISRAfcL .

'

i

M

Status:O Foreign Resident or Tourist New Immigrant or Temporary Resident
Israeli residing abroad.

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK

Anna >

Grenfcii

Designer

Den
Yehuda SC
Tel Aviv
tel.246 33

JTOO AND SELF-DEFENCE LESSONS
Judo for Children JK-U), Monday* and Thursday*, 6-7 p.ml Judo tor meor

Sf®
11*: Sun<1®ya and Tuesday* 7-5 pjn.Self Defence tJu JltauJ IWna

KmCBSL
* wo™Cn

J
Sundays «nd Tuesday* M p.m. NATANEWNCER. certified Judo coach, Mack-bell holder. 100 Abbs* Street, Haifa. By

AVCm* tpath n*xt t0 stop »bove the Persian Garden).
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fl "IiXSTKOOC^tte Kiooit coo-
Nil pide abaeoffe In the Audfamee of™ nnepwtitiniB of -the dlsadvan-

teged — Of Jmefe Oriental Jews

jN^iwd Of Arab-community."
* «iy\safd PwlWwr Sdmoad Gorton of

‘iColwmW* University** Teachers
Cortege. The Block pAffcaaOr waa

'J*r\speaking MX an afternoon session of

>3[ibe United States Israel Educational

» iSflpBBey COUogoluja, devoted to the

^Sieducntlotf -of the (Uudnntaytd. fie

rented flatIt wait ag too common

:t^VprfvU«f^ poor, and the op-

^ratted flrti none or few of their
1 ^t«uBher«vsr took pert
: V- professor Gorton, one of the 24

*£fttterk«ft parttefpants, wee also

U y. critical of tiwahaence of teachers of#*. tnCCw« w IWM.BWO
t 3tv m opposed to teacher* cyT

*oU% Sc*H» «* the gathering whose ul-

hW* CtimaXe purport. he thought. wee to

^ HJtieMttfe to education of the two
0 ChlidrWU, -; •

The £onr-day^ «riloqidnnx, span-

W Department of^ BdoeeHOn and Welfare, toy

^the ZsnwitffobbT of Education end
''N. Culture, nhftlqr the Hebrew Unlver-

, ^stty** School of Education. brought\stty** School of Education. brought

togetheramraLdcwn topAmericas
and about 90 Israeli educators to ex-

change knowledge and opinions

about general educational policy and
I:aboutspecific.-common educational

* .problem*. .;*
Education Ministry sources told

V*‘ me that tfte ctmference's major ex

** twenty-two tears ago. in
r.*k fcf* February 1987. the beautiful mosaic

9i»*pavement of the sixth century OEL
r Ma'on synagogue came to light. Ac-^ i ddent&ny revealed by a bulldozer

30m B clearing a road from Mir Yitzhak to

0^,3, the Nirfm-Magon highway, it is

located oh the grounds of- Kibbutz

*Vm#p Nlrim, about 30 Jdknnetres south-

f^^wtst of Gaia.
bi Here, at a spot marked as Khlrbet

jj- el-Main, thayjbt to be the biblical

liadmannafa of Joshua IS 18:81 and
Roman-Byrantlne Menols or

. s *\ Ma'on, a large synagogue complex
" ^,wss uncovered. The discovery was

,... followed by a complete investigation

V 1 \by the Department of Antiquities. Its

^.findings appear in the Rabtoowitz
atr. Fund Bulleln HI of December 1980.pthki ouucin ui 01 vmmucr »w.
W"'kT^ Once part of the territory of the
r. _ . < .. T..J.L ak. —laU H.. .k
*». aT-: tribe of Judah, the vicinity shows
ntt '-atk-stai> of intenrive habitation from the

IP}®*1**? fourth century C.E. onwards, ami its

n
Jewish population must have been
an Important doe.to warrant the

1 *“**•'
budding of such a place' a£ worship.
Orientated northeast and

. ,
southwest, with the apse pointing

At flii northeast towards Jerusalem, the
^ complete synagogue measured

eiTijj-. about 15 by 17 metres, and was
other,;? probably surrounded bya wall some

bare? 75 centimetres thick. The mosaic

aceahg pavement, of which most of the

)e western (left) side is destroyed, fill.

f dgZ7r
! ed the nave, while Infront of the apse
was a well-constructed platform,

beneath which was a ‘‘genlseh,*’ or

or the nM»
receptacle for worn or damaged

JutotiS
1 writing.

j-JT? Entry to the
.
synagogue was

.l, .

” through three openings in the south
J“L wall. To the south, west and east —
firm

* that is, on all sides except beyondthe
1CIU rap. apse _ were remains of stone-paved
— courtyards and other unidentified

earlier structures.

(if ROSA GINOSSAR. the honorary
Ir president of-Worfd WIxo, whqdied.iL.v* Haifa on Wednesday at the age of 90

—. and was buried InBinyamlnayester-
J day afternoon, waa a remarkable
IF woman and a born fighter for

J Justice.

She was the daughter of
Hordechal Ben-Hillel Hacohen, the
founder of the Halva'a Behlsachon

IMMWBank, after whom Jerusalem's
Mordechal Ben-Hillel street is nam-
ed, and Shifra. nfee Pevsner,
Hacohen, whose father belonged to

'ii
the Bilidm movement in Russia

'l The family emigrated to Palestine
inc from Russia in 1908, but Rosa con-

tinued her studies in France, taking
her law degree in Paris fax 1916.

In 1917. she married Shlomo
Ginsberg, the son of Ahad H&'am,
the philosopher ofthe Sonlst move-

Viddh m>n

well semi}'

all voiff
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* Subaru . 1600 hardtop, 1978,
SO^OOka. T«L 04-83281.

* VoUuvaguu Variant 78, ex-
cellent, test + tyres. TeL 06S-cellent,
40481.

* Pontiac Phoenix 1978,new.
Or<ice-S3293fi. hoxne-S11958,
evenings.

* Refcord station 197S, one
owner. SO^OOhm, exeptional.
712808.

* Dart 1908, automatic; test, air-
conditioner. 718809, from Sunday.

* Saab 98, 2979. Key test. 084200.
work boars.

* Flat 328, 78 model. 7JFJ»0kja,
excellent condition. Tel. 84427.

‘DDDDDODDODOpDOOn*
Tractors

* Ffergmsw, US ami 148. 1970,
900 hours + bellows sprayer. 067-
40023.

BEERSHEBA

ia
\0

BEALESTATE
mnnnnnnrrinnnn^^
Flats for Sale
* Arad, 3 + dinette, H/428.000.
Tel. 04-514890. From Sunday: 937-

77414.

* Arad, centre, 3rooms, (Usq.za.,

bargain! 067-97708.

* Arad, 9 family, 9Tmjo., H.
950.000.057-72748.

* Moriah. 88*qJQ., 4 roona + Im-
provement*. 1st door. 087-76820.

VILLAS & HOUSES
4b Omer, very large huturlom
villa for sale/rent O9-70M92.

NETANYA

REALESTATE
DfXJODDOOODDOODO
Flats for Sale :

* Sale. 2 room flat, iQryat
Koctiau RahfrtHlfhM , 2nd floor.

068-30850: 02-536875.

* To let 3 %. new,9lh floor, IL2.-

300. 03-228679. aftenuotaa.

nrnnrrTnnmnnmnnn
VEHICLES
cHJDOcn^ooaoam
+ Audi 300 L.3.. 1971. excellent,
radio, alarm. 083-05129.

Mosaic
at Ma’on
By SYLVIA MANN

SpecteJ to The Jenuakm Post

->*-
- , » 7 VC ’j*1

(W. Braun)

About seven or eight metres. east
of the synagogue's eastern wall,
were found earthenware water-pipes
and plastered water channels, a
round, once-covered storage cistern,

and a ritual hath about 2V4 metres
square, with three steps leading
down Into it.

A fighter

for justice
meat. (Her husband, who changed
his name to Ginossar, was for many
years Administrator of the Hebrew
University and Israel's first Minister
to Italy. He died in 1969).

The couple made Jerusalem their

home in 1921. Rosa found work as a
law clerk, applying three times for
permission to sft for the Palestine
Bar examinations, but was refused
each time on the grounds that she
was a woman. In 1928, when she
brought her action against the Chief
Justice of Palestine and the Legal
Board for wrongful interpretation of

the law, she lost, but the publicity
resulted in her receiving a letter

from a Canadian woman magistrate,
who succeeded in a similar case
there, when King's Privy Council
ruled that "person" meant both
"male" and "female.”
Rosa had the grounds she needed,

and after a prolonged legal struggle,
her appeal was granted. Forty-eight
hours later she sat for her ex-
aminations and passed, becoming
the first woman lawyer In Palestine.

Yitzhak Qlahan and the late Moshe
Smoira. who many years later
became Justices of Israel's Supreme
Court were her teachers.
In order to practice law, she had to

prove that she was over 25 years of

TIIE JERUSALEM POST

pease*— the airfares and lodging of
the American delegation — were
covered by the U.5. government to
the time of 550,000. The Education
Ministry and the Hebrew University
Jointly covered the minor expenses
involved in printing the conference
agenda and in organizing local field-

trips to Israeli educational in-
stitutions.

U.S. Commissioner of Education
Prof. Ernest L. Boyer, told The
JerusalemPost that the exchange of
Information on Mt. Scopus would
help shape educational policy in both
epuntriea aa well as provide
academics with food for thought and
controversy. ‘The fact that the
cottoquiom was Jointly sponsored by
government ministries means that it

has an applied significance, unlike
most gatherings of educators."

I askedMm whether the American
and Israeli experiences In education
were mutually translatable, and
whether the problems encountered
In both countries were at all com-
parable. Boyer replied that, fax both,

the ethnic correlation with
educational disadvantage was
“profoundly relevant" and that, in
both, and for similar reasons,
schools play a prominent part in

children's developmentand is bridg-
ing cultural-ethnic gaps. "And even
if some of the problems are not the
same, a comparative treatment and
analysis can also be mutually
beneficial." he added.

Dialogue on education
Asked about Gordon's criticisms.

Boyer conceded that the participa-
tion of real school teachers in

educational conferences was a rarity

In the U.S. as elsewhere. "But with
respect to the disadvantaged and to

special Interest groups.” he added,
"In the U.S. these are Invariably
well-represented In any conference
about their problems, and that auch
participation la assured of transla-

tion into effective policy. For us to

call a conference on the disadvan-
taged without a large contingent of

the disadvantaged attending la un-

thinkable in present-day America,"
be said. At this point Boyer told me a
Joke, as If to say : Integration and ad-
vances in the education of the disad-

vantaged take time and It is foolish

to expect Instant success.
An American tourist, looking at

the wonderful flower-beds and lawns
of a Cambridge college, asked the
gardener: "Haw do you manage to

grow such exquisite plants, so green
and unblemished?"
“Why. it's simple," replied the

gardener. "Your get a gardener to look

after them and nurture them. And
then you get his son to do the same
and then his grandson, until the bed

By BENNY MORRIS
Jerusalem Post Reporter

has been tended for some 300 years.
It's that simple." said the gardener
with & smile.

BOYER, an expert In speech
development and communication
Impediments in children, said that
the trip to Israel had provided many
of the delegation with "fresh In-

sights” In the various fields of their

expertise. The Americans were "ex-
tremely impressed" by the IDF‘s In-

terest in the education of disadvan-
taged recruits. Boyer said that the
American armed forces suffered
from a large Intake of educationally
underprivileged adolescents escap-
ing from high school and the civilian

labour market. "Educating these
recruits — perhaps In some way
along Israeli lines — would greatly
benefit our army." be said.

In his talk Wednesday morning.
Gordon was much impressed by the
"real” interest expressed by an
Israeli general in the education of
the disadvantaged In the ranks —

and no; only out of care for military
efficiency.

Boyer also thought that the
Jerusalem Boyar School's ex-
perience in Integration provided
some pointers for American
educators pursuing the same goal.
Bayer saw the colloquium — the

groundwork for which was laid In

1975 by former Education Minister
Aharon Yadlin on visits to several
American campuses — as a first step
ir. collating American and Israeli ex-
perience of and thought about the
education of the disadvantaged and
the handicapped, and about
educational research in general.
"Schooling Is extremely important

for the disadvantaged as they par-
ticularly lack other educational
props or resources." said Gorton.
But, he added, however effective the
education given in the schools it

would not suffice to solve the
problems of socio-economic mobility
and achievement after graduation.
Real betterment of the lot of
America's underprivileged
minorities could only occur after a
radical and total change or
"revolution” transformed the
"caste-Uke” nature of U.S. socletv.

AMONG THE SMALL finds were
pottery bowls, storage Jars, and
lamps, mostly of the sixth century
C.E.; bone objects. Including what
seems to be port of a script pointer,

81 Roman and Byzantine coins
dating through the fourth, fifth and
sixth centuries, and other articles.

Particularly Interesting were the

amulets inscribed on leaf-thin
bronze or copper sheeting, then roll-

ed or folded twice to form a compact
oblong or square. Some show traces
of having been wrapped in cloth and
were possibly worn on the body or
around the neck, but unfortunately
they are so fragile that Rahraanl
states, "All attempts to open these

amulets without destroying them
have so far been unavailing."
To the non-profesalonal observer,

who enjoys combining a trip with

seeing historical places, the focus at

Ma’on Is the mosaic pavement, it is

easily reached by taking the road
linking Gaza and Netlvot to
Beershcba, then turning south-west
left if you are coming from
Beersheba) at the Sa'od junction,

which is about nine kilometres from
Gaza and the same distance from
Netlvot.
A striking landmark about 12

kilometres along the way is Tel

Gemma, where remarkable digs
dating back 3,500 years and more
have been made. Continue for

another nine kilometres, then turn

right at the Mageii crossroads, pass-

ing the entrance to Nir Oz in about
three kilometres and that to Kibbutz
Nlrim a kilometre on.

Situated a few hundred metres
before the entrance to Nlrim. the

10.20 by 5.40-metre pavement Is

enclosed by a protective wire fence.

Usually the gate to it is open, but if

not, the key can be obtained from the
kibbutz.
INTERLACING lotus flowers In blue
shading to red, on a black
background, form the wide border,
while the main space Is filled by a
carpet-like pattern of five
longitudinal rows of ll medallions
each. From the decorative red-and

-

yellow jar pictured in the central
medallion In the lowest row —
nearest the entrance — springs a
vine with tendrils outlining each of

the existing 37 circles, of which there
were originally 55.

The middle line Is topped by a
gold-shaded, seven-branched
candelabrum flanked by two ram-
pant lions and the traditional ram’s
horn, palm branches and citrus fruit.

Except for the lowest ring encircling
a spread-winged eagle, the medial
row depicts containers — variously
shaped baskets with fruit and other
offerings, as well as a parrot in a
cage.
On cither side of this row are

matching pairs of birds and animals,
not Identical but similar. At the bot-

tom Is a long-tailed peacock, then
come leopards, pheasants, storks,

deer, hares and even elephants.
Towards the top, near the base of the
menora with Its triple-lions' paw
foot, rise two palm trees, each
sheltering a brace of small birds.

Above the menora, outside the
border and just below the apse, ts a
clearly preserved tour-line inscrip-

tion in Aramaic. It reads:
"Rememberedfor pood be the
whole congregation
who have contributed to this

mosaic,
and furthermore Datetit and
77iomaa and Judah,
who have donated the sum of
two denarii.

"

The words are reminiscent of
present-day recognition of special
gifts to synagogues and institutions.

LUCKILY, the Aramaic Inscription,
the menora surrounded by other
Jewish symbols, and some two-
thirds of the patterned floor have
been saved, so that after 1.400 years,
the rich style and size of the syn-
agogue can still be appreciated.

*

It is interesting to note that no
human figures are pictured, only
those of animals and birds, and also
that the Ma'on mosaic pavement
bears a strong resemblance to cer-
tain church pavements, notably to
the fifth century C.E. Armenian Bird
Mosaic in the Chapel of Polyeuctus
directly outside the Damascus Gate.
Expert opinion claims that the

synagogue Itself was built early In
the sixth century on relics of fourth
century constructions, and remained
in use at least until 5S8 C.E. Accor-
dlng to archaeologist I.
Dunayevsky's reconstruction, the
total complex was enclosed by a
thick wall. It had three entry gates
on the south; an opening on the east
wall leading out to the ritual bath,
and a two-metre-deep curved apse
oriented towards Jerusalem. A dou-
ble row of four pillars, set outside the
mosaic, seems to have divided the
nave from the side sections, confor-
ming to the conventional synagogue
and church architecture of Byzan-
tine times.
A.S. Hiram’s reconstruction

theory considers that only the cen-
tral. mosaic-paved part and the
broad entrance porch were walled
and roofed over. If this were so, it

would make the Ma'on synagogue
the only example of Its kind yet
found.

12,000-year-oldpet

Rosa Ginossar

age, but she did not have a birth cer-
tificate. One of the judges declared.
"Look! When a woman herself ad-
mits that she is older than 25, 1 think
we can trust her."
She became a member of the Wizo

Executive in 3931 and struggled to

obtain immigration certificates for
hundreds of German refugees. She
became chairman of the World Wizo
Executive in 1951, a post she held for

10 years, applying her quick grasp of
essentials and excellent legal train-

ing. In 1963, she became 'Wlzo’s
World President. Rosa Ginossar
became a Distinguished Citizen of
Jerusalem In 1974.

She is survived by her sisters,

Dina Brosbet and Hanna Ruppln, her
brothers Hlllel Hacohen and former
MK David Hacohen and by a large
family. ALEXANDER ZVIELU

Special to he Jerusalem Post

JERUSALEM. — What Is believed

to be the skeleton of one of the
world's oldest domesticated dogs
has been identified by a Hebrew
University scientist.

Found in a human grave ex-
cavated in Israel by a French
archaeological mission in 1976, the
dog's remains were identified by
Simon Davis, a doctoral student in

zoology at the Hebrew University.
The discovery, sure to shed new light

on human life at the beginning of

civilization, was described by Mr.
Davis in the December 1978 issue of
“Nature.”
Digging In the Huleh Basin site of

Ein Mallaha, French archaeologist
Francois Valla found a tomb con-
taininghuman and animal skeletons
dating back 12,000 years. The main
finds were identified in the Hebrew
University zoology department as
the complete skeleton of a three- to

five-month-old puppy, as well as the
Jawbone of an adult wolf or dog.
These, and similar finds in Hayonim
Cave In the western Galilee also
dating to 12.000 years ago, support
the hypothesis that man had already
domesticated the dog at that time.

Prof. Eltan Tchernov, the Hebrew
University biologist under whose
guidance Simon Davis is doing his
doctorate, said in a recent Interview
that the Mallaha dog is one of the
oldest domestic dogs, and thus one of
the oldest domesticated animals.

ever to have been found.
"If the domestication of the dog

took place 12,000 years ago, which
we believe, this was 2-3.000 years
earlier than the domestication of any
other animal. The idea of
domesticating animals thus was
known to man, but It is a great
mystery why he did not use this idea
to include other animals like 'meat
and milk' animals in order to obtain
a better supply of food."

Prof. Tchernov believes there may
be two reasons why the dog for

several thousand years remained
the sole domesticated animal:
One was of a ritual nature . as it ap-

parently was Important for man to

have his dog buried with him In the
same grave. The other reason waa
probably that man domesticated the
dog In order to become a better

hunter. If the dog appeared to be a
friend and associate in man's hun-
ting and helped him secure a better
food supply, why sbould he bother
about further domestications?

It was only much later, he says,
that man started to exploit wild
animals for domestic purposes- He
gives the sequence of domesticating
animals, following the dog. roughly
in this order: goats and sheep;
cattle; wild boars (later pigs);
horses and asses.

Prof. Tchernov believes that the
Jordan Valley may have been the

first site of man's exploitation and
cultural control of animals.

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S JUMBO PUZZLE ON SUNDAY
CRYPTIC PUZZLE Use the

ACROSS
S This fa aefeoocf and should be.
one couiddertxj (7)

t TVs eenr to put -weight on, you

tt Tawde with the compooer (51

is Uft sbara. say f«
15 Wares the towels (7)

16 yiar »Q8h or don't pier at
mU (7)

17 Lett with a can of tongue (31

II I left In a silly due about a
member of the fomllr (5)

,

SI Figure it will take one second
flat to adre thi* I (5)

for either the Vryptlc or the Easy puzzle.

H in hormonv with one child (6)

fS Figure pa left the point
outside with a,piupo*fl (0)

•s As the Panh doctor, cost one
badly (71

tt Bringing In lee-cream, usuzne
they'will torgiw you (7»

SS The manager la the one who a

» RFtt at
.

j.
because you nrtke a mistake

41 £oata in boys (5) „ ...

F

[

1

L 21 _

87 Leave an empty fag S. the
lfat Of naniea for Bird (7)

81 Beak to And the answer in

torture (7)
41 About to enter the Azure (51

41 Break in and wake (0)

43 A welcome social event (9i43 A welcome social wont (9i

44 Prepared to writs the nw»
In red (7)

O0WH
1 Tttl the cold and so south to

winter in Prance (6 )

g dun loaded? That mokes
news! (Bt

8 An air of ototy? ( 6. 51
4 An order bom the massca-
mene ftfl

4 Eoanocnfatag. for a three-
month period, about (71

6 Like the apt phnwe describing
the orojfarfr spit -roasted
chicken? 14-8)

7 Complete, we're told, with
perforation (*)_.

16 Hopes Brown wlU no into a
beck-etreet ( 6)

11 Six In all ran out oner me
rascal (7>

12 doing up to see whatfa making
the doga nose twitch? ( 6 )
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1
41 42

_ 44 _
» „ gfjjgg »«• - 24
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ISRAELI EDUCATORS were
generally more optimistic about the
effects of education and the
possibilities of bettering the lot ofthe
country's disadvantaged. Both the
Hebrew University’s Professor
Haim Adler and Tel Aviv Univer-
sity's Professor Micha Chen said
that speaking of the problem of dis-
advantage In Israel In "ethnic"
terms served no useful purpose, and
was, in great measure. Inaccurate.
"The problem here." said Adler, “is
socio-economic rather than ethnic
and therefore not identical with that
In the U.S."

Prof. Chen produced figures to un-
derscore this definition. In his
research he had found a definite cor-
relation between academic perfor-
mance and socio-economic cir-
cumstances. Moreover, the achieve-
ment gap between different socio-
economic sub-groups within the
Oriental community was enormous
and much larger than between such
groups of Jews of western origin. In
addition, he discovered, children

from different "ethnic” origins but
with the same socio-economic
backgrounds hardly felt their
"ethnic" differences or dismissed
them as ofno Importance. Chen, con-
tradicting Gordon, also thought that
the Israeli experience showed that

schooling did help the disadvantaged
and did substantially facilitate a
bridging of the cultural gap.

Prof. Adler quoted some im-
pressive figures regarding the
progress In education of the disad-
vantaged. "In 1965," he said. "3-5

per cent of Israel's Oriental Jews
had 13 plus years of schooling; in

1976 the figure was 7.1 per cent.” "In
1967. 35.6 of the Oriental 14-3" year
olds attended a secondary school ; in

1977 the figure was 50.6 per cent."
Professor Abraham Minkovich of

the Hebrew University, in his usual
Iconoclastic way, asserted that the
problem in Israel was not so much
bridging the gap as helping raise the
educational level of the 20 per cent of

"hard-core" disadvantaged. ’The
tendency to define all Oriental
children in Israel as 'disadvantaged'

is wrong." he said. To properly
bridge the "cultural gap" may lake
generations, he added. "If our
schools are not radically changed.
Meanwhile we must invest
everything in helping the hard-core
disadvantaged for they are and will

continue to be a major social and
economic burden."
Prof. Adler said that the cultural

gap was slowly being closed — he
pointed to the growth in the percen-
tage of "inter-marriage” as a
significant index. But he pointed to a
number of areas where change was
In order — an increase in the number
of integrated boarding schools, more
family planning programmes, and
an expansion of adult education ef-

forts.

Guyana—land
of oppression
By PHILIP SINGER/Spcciai to The Jerusalem Post

AS THE guilt-stricken reactions
over the mass killings in Jonestown.
Guyana, subside, 11 is perhaps time
we asked questions about Guyana

i

itself — one of the most oppressive
dictatorships In South America.
For the two major groups in the

: country, the East Indian majority
and the ruling African minority, the
shocked attitude of the media must
seem hypocritical. There are
murders and strange dis-
appearances every day in that coun-
try.

To East Indians, the fact that 80
per cent of Jones's followers were
black, would seem a perfect exam-
ple of the "black monkey" doing
what the white masters tell him. The
hatred between blacks and browns in

this country is so great that nothing
escapes a racist, cultural interpreta-

tion. To the blacks, the mass suicide

demonstrates Jones's “power," oc-

cult eh otherwise, for which they can
only have respect.

As for those who voluntarily took
their own lives in that equatorial
Jungle, it was perhaps the freest,

non-governmental act in Guyana
since independence waa won from
the British in 1966.

The British, witha little help from
-their friends intheCBt, saw toll tinct --

their man Forbes-Bt&hham. ahlack, -

would be prime minister. Burnham
is In office today, thanks to a couple
of rigged elections where deceased
and non-exi8tent Guyanese in Bri-
tain and America were counted by
Burnham's party, the People's
National Congress, as PNC votes. So
there is some reason to predict that
future PNC voters' rolls will draw on
the cult's dead members.
In Guyana, few doubt that

Burnham was in touch one way or
another with Rev. Jones, and was
fully briefed on the financial
operations of the community, which
could not have been carried out
without the prime minister's ap-
proval. That Is the way Guyana
operates and there is no reason to
believe that the People’s Temple
was an Island of free enterprise.

IN THIS racially divided land,
political campaigns once echoed to

the popular refrains of “black man
‘pon top" and "coolie man lEast In-

dian) 'pon top."

Today, African “Obeah"
witchcraft and "Kali Mai." an East
Indian cult to the Hindu goddess of
healing and destruction, still flourish
In urban and rural areas.

In 1975. just two years after Jones
moved permanently to Guyana,
Burnham incurred the wrath oflocal
Christian religious leaders when he
proclaimed that Guyana would now
recognize the open practice of both
Obeah witchcraft and Kali Mai as an
expression of traditional cultural
roots. African Obeah, but not Kali
Mai, had been banned under the
British following alleged ritual
murders. The fact that live animal
sacrifices (fowls and rams) are part
of Kali Mai rituals was not con-
sidered sufficient cause for banning.

Of course, formal recognition
meant little to the actual practice of

these and numerous other vaguely
African and Christian born-again
groups that flourish “in the bush" In

nominally Anglican Guyana. But
this was Burnham’s way of trying to

^Water his own roots. Practitioners of
both cults have told me that
Burnham's sanction came at a time
when he was supposed to have been
ill.

A decade ago Burnham was a
proud figure on horseback, riding
the streets and "back-dams" of the
capital, Georgetown, in breeches
and boots. Today he is a paranoid
recluse seldom seen outside his of-

ficial residence, and always sur-
rounded by black, menacing
bodyguards.

28 For ibe movement, jt means
advancement (Ui

29 Creatures 1 nan sees in tba
press, scuttling about (7)

36 Tape again, with twine under
it (6 )

32 with hats, catching Oftv Ban
(61

33 water fa something . oas
associates with nower* iBi

34 What cnUdren expect on their
birthdays are not amacn ! (?)

38 Coloured boy brought up by
a dealer ( 6 )

so Want to put the name at ona
sad (4 )
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16 Hopelessness (7)
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22 Great fear (61
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29 insignia or royalty (71
30 Infrequently (6 )

12 Over-1avjsn (8 >

33 Replenish (Bi
34 Bravery (71

THIS COUNTRY of about 800.000 in

made up of 52 per cent Bast Indians,
brought over as recently as 1917 to
work in the sugar plantations as
labourers, and 30 per cent West
Africans whom the British eman-
cipated in the 1840s and who became
the professional class of Guyana. In-

digenous Amerindians who refused
to work the plantations make up
about 4 per cent of the population;
some Portuguese and Chinese, a
smattering of expatriate white
colonials, and about 11 per cent
"Creoles" or mixed-bloods make up
the rest.

If the black minority rules an East
Indian majority today, this is

because the East Indian leader of the
opposition communist People’s
Progressive Party gives Burnham
his party's support.
Cheddi Jagan, the PPP East In-

dian leader, is married to an
American Jewish woman from
Crosse Pointe, Michigan, who is

herself the party's theoretician.
Jagan was once so feared by the
British Aluminium. Ltd. bauxite in-

dustry (which is now nationalised)

and the U.S. State Department that

the Americans told Burnham it was
foolish to consider a coalition
government when be could have the

whole pie himself. Burnham has not
given up any slices, while Jagan,
who took orders from the Kremlin
then, does not deny that he still takes
them today.
"As long as Forbes Burnham and

the PNC are carrying out our
programme, I have no problems In

not being in power myself,” Jagan
has said.

This air of paranoia dominates the
capital and the settlement areas
along the coast where 96 per cent of
the population live. “Choke and rob"
muggers are common in front of the
hotels in Georgetown.
The government controls the press

and radio. Blacks dominate the
police, army, and paramilitary
youth group. Even the country's one
mental hospital is predominantly
black, not because East Indians are
more sane, but because they feel dis-

criminated against by the black
staff. Nonetheless, studies have
shown that while most hospitalized
blacks are committed for psychotic
behaviour. East Indians are more
often diagnosed as neurotic.

ANSWERS TO
YESTERDAY’S TWO IN ONE

CROSSWORD
Yesterday's CrvpUr Solution
ACROSS.—L Bottle. 7, Good

Idea. 8. Roland. 19. Toueh. U.
ROIL 14. Elsa. 15. L-codL IS. Sow.
17. N-E-Ed. 19. An-on. 21, Son of

A ran- 23, Dent. 24. Lied. 26,

lMoose; Jaw. 27. 1-van. 2S. Gait.

32, Froe. 33. Hedre. 34. Muriel.

35. Gathered. 36, Bertha.
DOWN.—L Aff-ate. 2. Bon-US.

3. Dish. 4. Bar-on. 5. Tf-LL. fi.

London. 9. Old ace. 1L Ole. 12.

Can-on. IS. (The) Red Fine, 15.

Lea 16. S-OS. 18. Entlrr. 20,

Nudge. 21. S-E-W. 22. Ain. 23.

Danube. 25. P-IG. 28, Volga. 30,

Adorn. 3L Teddy. 32. Fist S3.

Ha-ha.
Yesterday’s Easy Solution

ACROSS.—I, Attest 7. Pat-
tems. a Plates. 10, Cure;. 13.

Leek 14, Kind 15. Pin*. 16. Bed.
17. Item. 19. Star. 21. Scapegoat.
23. Matt. 24. Nark, 26. Sip. 27.

Tots. 29. Eon. 32. Bets. 33. Asset.

34. Report. 35. Explains. 36.

Usurer.
DOWN.—I. Speck. 2. Stem. 3,

Mess. 4. Aspen. 5. Truk. 6.

Skewer. 9. Lessor. 11. Air. 12.

EdKl. 13. Laments. IS. EVp. 16.

Bat. 18. Tatter. 20. Takes. 21.

Sap. 22. Oas. 23. Miners. 25. Are.

28. Otter 30. Aspic. 31. Stash
32. Bi«r. 33. Ally

MEANWHILE, in Georgetown the
embassies and consulates play ritual

games. Ignoring the obvious and ten-
ding their own social gardens.
Americans and Cubans and
Russians mix freely. But while the
Russians and Cubans find Burnham
compatible, the Americans have not
found anyone else to support as a
political alternative. Since free elec-

tions and free parties don't exist in

Guyana, their search may last some
time.
But the U.S. also lends itself to

Burnham's internal policies; when
American Embassy staff members
went to visit Jonestown, they found
nothing amiss and said so in their
reports. The U.S. Embassy has a
tradition of seeing only what
Burnham wants it to see. This is

partly because Americans feel more
at ease with Black Guyanese, who
are "macho" and "frank" and full of

American-style fun and games,
while East Indians tend to be reserv-
ed — more tike the Wily Oriental
Gentleman in Kipling. Also, some
East Indians have the disconcerting
habit of suddenly trying to hold your
hand — which is very un-American.
The American Embassy waa

recently besieged by East Indians
hoping to get visas — with precious
little success. According to East In-

dians. this Is part of Burnham's
policy of keeping them in Guyana,
where their money and resources
are desperately needed.

WHAT was significant in the torrent

of reporting and editorializing on the
People's Temple in Guyana, was
that none of It mentioned Guyanese
reactions or realities. It was as if It

had ail happened somewhere in New
Jersey.
And yet the local political climate

that supports such cults is more
terrible than all the psychiatric and
theological word-salads we have
been red. For what is involved is

complicity, on the highest levels of
government, with racist mind
manipulation. The Guyanese
government's first reaction was to

deny and downplay the number of
deaths, while Americans acted as if

someone had sullied Uieir suburbs.

Dr. Siuffrr In on anthropology
prtifcxxor at Oakland University fn
AfirAifffOi Irrlanug in the current
artidrmic year al Bar-Han.
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Facing up to Nazi guilt
BONN. — “Why must you assays
drag up the past?" Germans in*

variably ask of foreigners* “Hitler la

dead and our country has bean a
democracy for nearly 30 years."
The question is a fair one. especial-

ly when put by young people bcm
after 1943. but it takes no account of
the fact that the Germans
themselves are increasingly preoc-
cupied with Hitler and the Nanis and
appear lent on a ruthless final
period of exorcism.
These days, German politicians

and statesmen are almost falling
over themselves issuing qualified
admissions of guilt- Mea culpa — hut
only partly so — is the order of the
day and. as ever, the former
soldiers, airmen and stormtroopers
are following their orders to the
finish.

The Prime Minister of Baden-
Wurttemberg. Hans Filbinger. who
had been considered a possible
future leader of the conservative
Christian Democrats, resigned when
it was disclosed that he had pursued
Nazi ideology even beyond the end ci
the war. The Speaker of <rhs
Bundestag, Karl Carstens, admitted
that he had been a Nazi Party
member, and in so doing greatly
reduced his chances of becoming the
CDU’s candidate for the Federal
Presidency next year.

WALTER ELLIS of London’s “Observer”
maintains that there are no serious signs of

Fascism in Germany, and that Germans are
determined now to face up to their nation’s

Nazi past.
concern himself with the “final
solution."

EARLIER THIS year, the diaries of

Joseph Goebbels were published In

the mass-circulation magazine
“Stem." and were the subject of in-

tense interest among .all shades of

people, including those who were too
young to have experienced the reali-

ty of Nazism and who would be indig-
nant about a similar political
prurience on the part of foreigners.

‘Sovietprotocols ofhate
9

Carstens was able to point out.
however, that he was net the cnlv
one tainted by the past and. indeed,
It soon transpired that the current
Head of State, Walter Scheel, had
been transferred to the Nazi Forty
from the Hitler Youth ir. 1912. Scheal
conceded the truth of the charge, but
said In mitigation that he had not ac-
tually applied for membership: he
had been granted It while or. active
service on the Russian frcr.t.

Meanwhile, the influential weekly
"Die Zeit" has Just finished serializ-

ing extracts from the latest memcirs
of Hitler's Armaments Minister,
Albert Speer, in which Speer almost
curls up at the comers with guilt

while not actually admitting that he
knew anything about what was
happening to the Jews.

It appears that he was too tied up
with the problems of slave labour is

NEW YORK :JTA1 . — The Soviet
mission to'the UN here has become a
resource for anti-Semitic literature,
the greater Hew Tori: Conference on
Soviet Jewry has learned.

The literature was seat free of

charge to a graduate student in the

New York area who had requested
infermotion about “the future of the

UN" from the Soviet mission here.

No mention of the word "Jew" was
included in -lie request.

The materia! appears in an article

entitled “Zionism, a Negation of

Democracy" by Lionel Dadiani.
master of lav/. In it, the Jews are
characterized by "outrageous racist
arrogance" whose roots lie in
"Jewish tradition and values."

Zionism, equated with Nazism, is

c “fusion of chauvinism, racism and
militarism." The thrust of the article

is to prove that the fathers of

Zicr.ism were the rabid enemies of

even formal bourgeois democracy.
The material bears a close

resemblance to anti-Semitic
literature in the Soviet press, intend-
ed for interra! Soviet consumption
cr.ly. The Soviet journal "Ogonek" in
March 2977. for example, referred to

the “deep spiritual kinship between
followers cT Adolf Hitler and those of
Theodore Kerch" “Vechemlaya
Moskva" in June 1977 claimed that
the "ideologic al concepts of Zionists
are similar to the racist theories of

the Nazis like two drops of water."

"IN RECENT MONTHS we have
witnessed a stepped-up anti-Semitic
hate campaign in the Soviet press,"
says Bina Presaer of the Conference
on Soviet Jewry. “We are deeply dis-

turbed to find that this revolting
material is now being exported to
our own country.

“The literature violates the prin-
ciples of the UN Declaration of
Human Rights of which the Soviet
Union is a signatory and whose
values their mission here purports to

uphold.
“More significantly, it viol&teB the

Soviets' own constitution, which
prohibits 'incitement of hositllity or
hatred on religious grounds' which
the Soviets would like the world to

believe protects the rights of all

Soviet citizens," she added.
The GNYCSJ Is presently es-

tablishing a commission on Soviet
anti-Semitism which will be studying
ways of combating anti-Semitism in

the official Soviet press, as well as in

Soviet educational, employment and
emigration policies.

“A major focus of the com-
mission," says Presaer, "will be to

educate the public in the Free World
about the imminent and critical
danger this atmosphere of hate
poses lor Soviet Jews."
Together with the New York

Zionist Federation, the GNYCSJ
recently published a pamphlet en-
titled "The Soviet Protocols of Hate:
excerpts from the Soviet media."

Older citizens wanted to know how
they could possibly have been misled

by so monstrous a man as Goebbels,
while the young wondered nervously

if it had all been a failing of their

parents or whether all Germans
carried a tendency within them to in-

vade the world and Incinerate
minorities.

The fact Is that In modem Ger-
many there are no serious signs of

insipic-nt Fascism. Despite the
doubts of many Germans,
democracy has succeeded in taking
root and it is flourishing in a
reasonably healthy political soil.

The Hitler years cannot be washed
.
away and forgotten, but whereas'
Germans used to recoil in horror
from any recollection of the past,

now. increasingly, they approach in

horror, apparently determined to

come to terms with something that

has been haunting them for years.

ill

:

Dacca’s main mosque, where political demonstrations are frequently held.

AT THE MOMENT, an intermittent
debate is going on about whether or
not the government should extend
the period during which Nazi
murderers can be arrested and
brought to trial. The original statute

of limitations' on such crimes was
due to come into effect In 1973, 30

years after the end of the war, but
was extended by an Act of the
Bundestag until the end of 1979.

Now, the Christian Democrats are
uneasy about any further extension,
while their far right partners in the

Christian Social .Union are clamour-
ing for a virtual pardon of all Nazi
criminals. Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt seems Lo have judged the
public mood better and has said that

he does not think Germany should
impose any time restrictions on the

application of justice. He is naturally
concerned about world opinion, es-

pecially that of Israel. But he Is also

td:ing account of the new deter-

mination within his country to come
clean on Nazism and to take
whatever steps arc necessary to

punish its leaders.

Perhaps, though, that is the way it

must be. for the German people
seem as amazed and appalled now
by what they did as everyone else

has been for years.

22 parties—but where’s democracy?
DACCA. — Bangladesh just
celebrated its seventh birthday and
the capita] is abuzz over the general
election campaign that Is In full

swing and is to herald the "return of

democracy" to the most densely
populated country on earth.

But a senior army officer ad-

mitted: "The West and especially

the U.S. Congress, like It if we can be
called a democracy. It will make it

easier for us to get aid. That is the

main importance of the election."

It is said that where there are two
Bengalis there are three potential

political parties. Today there are at

least 22 and at the last count 14. In-

cluding all the leading opposition

groups, had threatened to boycott
the election because it is being held

under martial law.

‘The threat is a good opening gam-
bit. President ZJa ur Rahman needs
the opposition to participate to make
his democracy credible: but the op-
position also needs to win some seats
and a share of the action.

I watched some of the
horsetrading going on at dinner par-
lies in Dacca, and the general belief

is that most of the groups will par-
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Avraham Doron,

Manager of the Beit

Hakranot branch,

Haifa:

“When we opened

our branch, I
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the shops and

business

establishments in the

neighbourhood.

That’s how the

foundation was laid

our large
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The Discount banking team

at out Beit Hakranot branch,

Haifa, is taking part in the

Bank's “Yahdav” (Together)

campaign.

We're all proud of being

professionals, but at the

same time, we like to stress

the human side of the coin.

ThekiYahdav,,
campaign is

designed to demonstrate our

personal service and to

convince you that it is worth

vour while:

— to work with the

Discount Bank.
— to participate in the giant

prize winning contest.

— to enjoy the Discount

Bank's exclusive banking
;

facilities and professional
,

counselling. .
i

Come over to the Beit

Hakranot branch, at 16

Herzl St. Haifa, and inquire

about the
fc4Yahdav"

campaign.

And not only at our

branch. All discount Bank
branches are participating in

the campaign. Drop in to the

nearest one.

Be seeing you at the

“Yahdav” campaign.

Your banking team at the ,

“Discount”

Bight to left: Aharon
Salomon — chief clerk;

Dafna Sassa si — savings
plans clerk; Natan Shenhav
— investment counsellor;

Yitzhak Eltzafan — savings

plans clerk.
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It's good to work with the

DISCOUNT BANK
THE HUMAN SiDE OF TrSCOSN

Thf Israel hanker - your tnoted financial adiiter!

By Kevin Rafferty
Observer Foreign News Service

ticipate on polling day. January 27.

It coats about $20,000 to $30,000 to

contest and win a seat In

Bangladesh, not much by Western

standards but a fortune to the

average Bangladeshi, who earns

about $200 a year.
However, none of the parties will

lack money or people willing to supp-

ly It. They all have political or com-
mercial friends at home and abroad.

vote as directed by their Iandows^
He is their centre of power

1

employment and whatever cha

they have of surviving from; _
harvest to the next depend on
Much of the present world

"

finds its way Into the pockets of^

SOMETIMES the links are so close

that they raise questions about what

the election has to do with
democracy.
In the fields a mere hour's drive

and ferryboat ride from Dacca, the

Bangladeshi peasants are too con-

cerned with the business of scraping

a living to worry about the election

Issues.

These landless labourers — and
more than half the 89 million Ban-
gladeshis are landless — profess

to know nothing: they say they will

die

owners.
Back in Dacca I talked to ont of

the Western staff members of a t
world body which handles millions

.dollars a year in aid to Bangladea,

In recent years its leaders have ta&
ed eloquently and passionately a"

'

the need to see that assistance
\

to the poorest people in develop^
countries.
He was gloomy, He saw Pz

Zia as a well-intentioned man
into politics and caughtbetween
interested politicians and the angf
To survive he would have to satiate

both parties and ensure they remafaij

ed privileged members of a grata-'

quely unfair society. :--jj

For the poor, “return'oi
democracy" would- mean nbth&_

“How can aid really help?" he ail-

ed.
1 ‘To achieve anything wortbwljifc

we would have to advocst
revolution.” H

By E.N. EARLEY/Gemini News Service

SKLATOOK. Oklahoma.— It’s called

the "Sport of Kings” but none of the
200 or so spectators crammed Into

the tin-roofed barn a few kilometres
from this small northeastern
Oklahoma town looked much like

royalty.

They were perched on whitewash-
ed bleachers that were splattered
with blood, dirt and tobacco spit.

They were watching a small arena In

front of them, anxiously waiting for

the first bout to begin.
A bald man wearing thick black

glasses entered the ring. He held a
bright red rooster which jerked its

head back and forth as it glared at

the crowd. Attached to Its feet were
two slender needles. Each steel
spear was four cm. long. Each was
razor sharp. Each was strapped
around the bird's natural spur.
Within seconds a teenage boy also

stepped Into the ring. He carried a
golden rooster which he stroked
absent-mindedly. That bird also
wore steel spurs. The teenager and
the man walked to the centre of the
ring and pushed the birds close
together.
The roosters pecked at each

other's eyes, twisting and .turning,

trying to free themselves and attack.
Only the two handlers kept the birds
from blinding each other.
The crowd came alive. A fat

woman in a print dress waved $3
above her head. “Got five on Big
Red," she cried. "Got five on red."
A small freckled-faced boy pulled

a wadded dollar bill from his blue
jeans and poked a pal in the ribs.

"Betcha that gold kills the red one
dead," he said.

“I'm gonna miss this bird," he uid^

stroking the dead rooster.

They tossed the birds outside,neat

the front door. Within an hour.fht

more birds would join those two. ^
few youngsters poked sticks at':

birds that still were alive but miM*

to move.
The scene at this “Gaining Cte#-

hidden by blackjack trees at tken3
of a muddy unmarked roMt^
parently is typical of cockfight*Ml
across the U.S. from early aofcmE

until July. ~
,

^
- Because the sport is

every state except Oklahoma";
Florida, it is difficult to tell bo*

many cockfights are held each year

Most are kept secret even in stain

where they are legal. Invitation is bj

word of mouth. Strangers are wf

welcome. Photographs are
'

bidden.

Q 1

A GROUP of men in overalls and
cowboy boots agreed on wagers in
between spits of tobacco. "Cut'em
loose!" the umpire yelled as the
handlers released the birds.

The two cocks collided in mid-air,
slashing with their prongs. Both
birds, connected. They fell to the
ground locked together as the crowd
jumped and screamed. The red
rooster had Impaled the golden bird
in the neck. The gold cock had stabb-
ed the red bird near its wing.
"Handlers," the umpire called.

The boy and man hurried to free
their birds.

Five times the birds would lock.

Five times the spurs would strike un-
til finally the two birds fell ex-
hausted — locked together. Only
their breasts moved as they gasped
for air.

The teenager tilted his bird's head
and opened its mouth to let the blood
from its beak run out of its throat
back Into its stomach, giving ita few
more seconds to live.

"He's a goner, boy!” the fat
woman screamed.
By now, many of the spectators

had moved to the small fence that
enclosed the ring, some knelt for a
better view. Big Red also was
bleeding. The umpire drew an "H” in
the dirt and the two handlers placed
their birds Inside tbe symbol.
"Let'em go!" the umpire ordered.

This time, neither bird bolted
forward. The gold cock stood still,

proud. The red cock inched forward.
Suddenly, the golden bird — Us once
brilliant feathers now covered with
dust and blood — collapsed.
The red cock stepped next to it. As

if It were an ancient gladiator
waiting for approval from the
emperor, the bird seemed to pause
and glance at the crowd.

SOME COCKFIGHTING rings!
Oklahoma have theatre seats ast

fancy refreshments stands, but

are primitive, simple rings in

bams. Cockfighters are reluctant

talk to reporters. Telephone calk:

the editor of "The Gamecock,"
sport’s leading magazine, were
vain. • •£

Advertisements in that m
and others reveal, however,
cockfighters can be found in n
every state — particularly so
states, New York City and sou
California.

In California, fighting birds
wear slashers Instead of s

prongs. As the name hnplles,-

alasher Is a sharp blade that acta

a broadsword and can eu
decapitate an opponent.
Most states have ruled th

cockfighting— like dog fighting
inhumane, but not Oklahoma:
State Court of Criminal A
overturned the 1962 convictions
four men guilty of cockfighting,
justices said the men had
violated the animal cruelty
because “fowls are hot animal*.;
The court based its ruling

biblical passage that diatinguh
between the "beasts of the field

the fowls of the air."
In 1973, an Oklahoma 1«_

tried to change the state law to

elude fowls as animals. His p
r

were greeted In the state legist
by chants of "cock-a-doodle-c
from the throats of his feilow.Hw
members and from concealed
recorders.

Legislators cheered
Representative John Mo
Muskogee spoke passionate!-,
"great sport of all free countn** "1

cockflghting." He warned:'*^
every country the CommunistsWrl
taken over the first thing they
outlaw cockfighting." -

v
-%

Cockfighting was practised?**
George Washington and
Lincoln, Monks said.
American tradition.” Monks
claimed that the fall of BritainM?
world power could be linked^
cockfighting. “The governments
so big it suppressed the sports^
people and that was the first
ruin.”
The bill to end cockfighting

aent to a committee for study.
never been discussed.

'

.Z-'J

"KILL'EM JOHNNY!" a fan yelled,
calling the bird by Its owner's name.
"Klll'em." The bird raised a spur
and plunged it into tbe golden
rooster's neck. Blood spurted from
Its beak as tbe crowd applauded and
cheered and the umpire declared a
winner.
Most of the crowd was so busy

collecting gambling debts they did
not seem to notice that Big Red also
had collapsed. The handlers picked
up the birds as two new contestants
entered.

"Good fight, boy,” the man said.
“Thanks,” the teenager replied.

. "THESE BIRDS were born to
says Ed Parks, a prominent TuWJ
tomey and cockflghter. “Blee<£
hearts get upset because * “
chickens get killed, butJts a beg*
lot better to die in a rlngJW.
than to have some farmer po»gl
your head and throw you in
dinner.”
Breeders train the NrdJ

='

“muffs” which resemble small.

Ing gloves. They feed the
secret mixtures of vltiunlMj^
powdered bone morrow-to.

~"

their blood thick. Some cockfl„
use drugs to pep up their
which can cost from J2S;lo $2/
Like many so-called

crimes, the gamblinggoM OSJOWS^
by officials — at least-that
case when Big Red and the
**wter fought: to^elrJdMth^#'
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Bonds mixed with

(equities on the rise
ByJOSEPH NOXGENSTEBN
,-VftifMaim B^wter

AVlV, ^ B5^a«le* ended the

08 *pa upbeat aoto and with *

; -tiirnftvw. vbSb the Jfidex-
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n M TefttbotWM Up by 11, to 302.
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recorded moderate gains. Mebadrin
was up by 29 points, to i.eoi. Solel
Boneb gained 39. to 699, while

.
Property and Building was rising by
five, to 383. The shares ofP & B per-
formed well.

Israel Electric Corp. was in de
mend and its shares were registered
M "buyers only" and were fixed at
340.

Industrials also performed well, as
advances were visible throughout
the group. Slron ZL2 gained eight, to
478, and Argaman shares reached
the 300-mark after rising by seven.
Dnbek was a good feature as the
shares were 21 points to the good, at
787.

- Polgat was strong and rose by
almost 4.3 per cent, to 969. MofJer
Textiles }nmpcd by 21. to 39s.

Investment company shares kept
pace with the other trading sectors.

The Ctal group was still in vogue and
rose an additional few points. Piryon
gained 5.5 points, to 247. while the
attendant options were two higher,
at an even 100.

Share Index, up •«%, to UlJR
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bfefdop oor prices weaken market
: ,S

r>icTBW YORK fAP) . — Tlae stock
• v^i^Btaarket was weak yesterday refiec-

' Wing some poor news about U.S.
:“e

\

^^holesole prices and caution about
‘ir.s*si âe impemiing release of U.S.money

"J Supply figures.

^ al

'

djfiSf
The Dow Jones average of 30 ln-

;<? ^.^j-ustrlals was off nearly two points
,cs?is 01

inlf an hour before the close.

; air-
-

’ wJeclines led advances by a slight

?Y^ poargin on the New York Stock Ex-
-

:ne ^hai^e. where trading volume was
:

moderate.
- :*je The Labour Department said U.S.
•v^'^^roducer prices had risen a

ts :•

seasonally adjusted 0.8 per cent in

December and 9.1 per cent in 1078.

The latter figure was the highest
since 1074, but moat analysts ex-

pected it and the market was not
affected too greatly by it.

The money supply figures were to

be released after the market close.

They are considered Important by
analysts as a predictor of future In-

terest rate moves by the U.S.
Federal Reserve.

Sheikh’s plane held

cft^r
.

Job"

l"C 5^'hUf
^ lBr *)>s- OcUar tranmefleu mdei 33609,
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FOREIGN CURRENCY
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Yesterday's tordga exchange
roles against the Israel pound.
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HOUSTON (AP) . — A Houston avia-

tion company says the President of

the United Arab emirates owes It

*188,000 and the U.S. government is

bolding the sheikh's *?.5m. jet until

he pays.
Tom Evans, president of Univer-

sal Weather and Aviation Inc. of

Houston, filed a lien on the jet last

week In Federal Court in Savannah,
claiming Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan A1

Nahyan owes him for six months of

services rendered.
Bills for fuel, parts and services

have been presented to the sheikh on
several occasions, and he promised
to pay each time, Evans said. When
payment did not arrive last week,

Evans' attorney filed an order of at-

tachment of the sheikh's jet, which
now is grounded in Savannah.
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HAMBY

'll home repairs

& renovations

AMERICAN STANDARDS

High Quality. Clean Workmanship.

CMPECTM
CERAMIC TIU86
eoNSHucnoff
CUPBOARD

INSTALLATION

ELECTRICITY

FLOORING

GLASS REPAIR

METAL RAILINGS

PAINTING

PLUMBING

PORCH ENCLOSURE

SCREEKiHG

SHUTTERS

COMMERCIAL WINDOW CLEANING

The company you can trust

24 HOUR AUTOMATIC SECRETARY

A FEW SQUIRTS of the special gas released from the aerosol
can will soon put out any small fire in the household, such as
the one pictured above. The newly patented Israeli fire ex-

tinguisher has until recently been in use by the army ex-
clusively. The gas also has a beneficial effect if applied to
burns Immediately.
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Decision on five-day week

should be left to each firm
No legislation needed on shorter work week

By MACABKE DEAN
Jeru.isilein Font Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Some firms should
work a six-day week, some should go
over to a five-day week. "The deci-

sion should be "left up to the in-

dividual firm, following negotiations
between management and labour.
The issue should not be settled on a
nationwide basis by legislation." ac-
cording to a report just submitted to

the Ministry’ of Labour and Social Af-
fairs by Israel Medan, director-
general of the Productivity Institute.

Medan bvises his conclusion on a
survey taken among 200 Industrial

firms. Of these Ufl worked a norma/
six-day week of 45-47 hours. 80 had
instituted a live-day week with the

same hours, and ten had switched to

the five-day week, found it inad-

visable and had gone back to the six-

day week.
Medan noted that 50 per cent of the

plants with the longer work week
believed that a five-day week would
hurt productivity. On the other hand,
among those with the shorter work
week. 20 per cent did find that
productivity had declined. 33 per
cent reported increased productivi-

ty, and the rest noted that production
neither rose nor fell. Favouring the
shorter week was the fact that costs

could be cut by better exploitation of
the equipment, moreover, it would
be easier to find workers, especially
women.
"But on the whole, if all industrial

firms go over to the five-day week,
we believe thai output will fall by one
to two per cent." he writes.

in favour of the shorter week, in

some cases, was the fact that equip-
menl was better cared for. In all

cases, the firms reduced costs since
they did not have to provide
transportation to and from work, or
meals, one day of the week.

However, absenteeism, work ac-
cidents and the quality of output was
not effected. One-third of the
employees working the shorter week
reported additional "weariness,*’
ovidonlnlly due to the longer work-
day. Mothers with small children
faced special problems due to the
longer hours.
"A realistic view of our society

leads us to believe that if the five-day
work week Is instituted in industry,
the services will demand the same.
Since the country wtll undoubtedly
provide services six days a week,
this will mean that additional ser-
vice workers /such as civil servants/
will have to be employed." the
report said.

Workers with an additional day of
leisure at their disposal would begin
to look around for ways of spending
their time. They would demand a se-
cond TV channel, probably one deal-
ing with educational matters. They
would also crowd the roads on
weekends, sightseeing more, and
placing an increased load on amuse-
ment faeiiities, Medan concludes.

Heavy rains confound computer

By YA’ACOV FK1EDLEK
Jerusalem Post Reporter-

HAIFA.- --‘'TMs week's rains have
beaten the sophisticated computer
employed by the Ministry of In-

dustry. Trade and Tourism.
Yesterday the Dagon silo In the

port, which is fed information by the
ministry's computer to make grain
unloading schedules more efficient,

had to close down operations. The
silo was completely full and because
of the rain inland customers were
unable to remove sufficient quan-
tities of grain to make room for the
further unloading of ships.

Unlike the Dagon silo, which is

very modern and can work without
interruption even in heavy rains, the

inland storage silos and warehouses
arc not equipped for heavy-weather
operations.
As a result, three grain ships, with

a total of 100.000 tons of grain from
the U.S.. were forced to wait outside
Haifa harbour yesterday, at a cost of

thousands of dollars a day. A Dagon
spokesman told The Jerusalem Post
that today enough space will have
been cleared in the stlo to resume
round-the-clock operations. These:
will continue for as long as the inland
silos will be able to cope with the in-

coming grain.

The ministry recently com-
puterized all grain import schedules
with the specific purpose of avoiding
such foul-ups.

Shufro, Hose & Ehrman
Members New York Stock Exchange

Members American Stock Exchange
63 Wall Street, New York, N.Y. 10005 Tel. (212) 344-7760

ore pleased to announce that

Mr. Fred Ehrman, partner in the firm, unit arrive in Israel on
January SI/or a period of8 days. Mr. Ehrman ia an taveriTncnt
banker, specialising in managing portfolios for individuals and
institutions.

The firm, is registered xoith the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission as an investment adviser and has managed accounts
for United States citizens and foreign residents since 1938.

Current clients and persons wishing to discuss their investment
objectives urith Mr. Ehrman can arrange an appointment by
telephoning 08-622995, Monday — Thursday, 9.00 a. to. — 4-00

p.m„ Friday 9.00 a.m. — 1.00 p.m.

Meetings teilt take place at the Tel Aviv Hilton.

STEINER MUSIC SUPPLY

18 HUBERAAAN ST. TEL AVIV ISRAEL TEL. 225054

Music and Music Books
now available at the cultural centre of Tel Aviv.

Music supplied to your door, throughout Israel.

Parking in the parking lot of the Mann Auditorium.

STEINER — much more than a music store.

OPPORTUNITYFOR INVESTORS

SALE
of old established import firm in the technical

field, with offices and shops In Tel Aviv.

Capital required approximately. U.S-$300,000

For particulars please contact P.O.B. 1882, Tel Aviv.
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The cost of living went up 170 per cent in Argentina last year

How Argentinians live with inflation
BUENOS AIRES (APt. — Triple
digit inflation has become such on
entrenched fixture of the Argentine
economy that the country‘s famed
beefsteaks are now luxuries to many
citizens and no longer a bargain to
foreign tourists. Record numbers of
middle-class Argentines now find it

cheaper to take their summer
vacations abroad.
The three-year-old military

government, which made conquer-
ing inflation a priority second onlv to
wiping out guerrillas, announced
this week that the cost of living rose
170 per cent last year. 10 points
higher than the 1977 rate. Consumer
prices shot up nine per cent In
December alone.
Argentines have suffered the

world’s highest inflation since 1975.
when the government of Isabel
Peron printed money to keep up
swollen public payrolls. The military
regime has reduced the budge’t
deficit — but by freeing artificially

low interest rates to boost domestic
saving and investment, it has put
new pressure on prices.
Banks offer up to 107 per cent an-

nual interest on peso deposits to de-
fend savings against inflation. But
inflation ts fuelled in turn as small
sbop owners, already operating on
low volume and high price markup,
pass along the equally high cost of
borrowing to consumers, who go on
paying up.
Part of the problem is that Argen-

tina. a country the size of Western
Europe, has too many small, inef-

ficient Industries and businesses for
a market of 26 million people.
Large-scale industrialization was

first encouraged under the World
War n government of Juan Peron,
when the country’s treasury was fill-

ed with earnings from the sale of
beef and wheat. Peron — and
succeeding civilian and military ad-
ministrations — used high tariff

barriers to protect local industry
against foreign competition, sub-
sidized credit and state-financed
wage hikes to keep up consumer de-
mand.

It has been commonplace to say
that as long as the price of beef,

bread and wine makes these staples
accessible to most of the population,

Argentines will put up with just

about any kind of frustration.

As the latest military regime held
down wages and interest rates
soared, a sales recession last year
squeezed more than 800 firms, in-

cluding General Motors, out of the
market. But this failed to bringdown
prices.

Enzo dl Luciano, an office supply
merchant, had his store window
smashed last month for advertising
photocopies at six cents a page,
while nearby competitors were
charging 30 cents.
Hie civilian economy minister.

Jose Martinez de Hoz, Is attempting
to open up Argentina’s economy to
the alien ideas of competitive pricing

his support in the military is shaky.
Peso prices have risen so much

faster than the Argentine currency’s
60 per cent devaluation against the
dollar over the past year that the
price of a restaurant meal to a
tourist has doubled from *5 to *10.

Top hotels in Mar del Plata, Argen-
tina’s Atlantic city-style resort, are
charging the equivalent of *75 a
night, while the state-owned airline

is offering is days in Miami and
Disney World at S665 for a double
room and SS12 air fare.

and investment-spurred growth.
free market measures have upset so
many powerful interests that even

Despite the general decline in ear-
ning power over the past three
years, every middle-class Argentine
family seems to find a way to afford
at least two weeks’ vacation. And
although much of the power of the
unions has been curtailed, they are
still able to offer workers holidays at
union resorts.

Like Paris in August, this capital
of nine million persons empties out
during the sweltering months o!
January and February.

Some economists say this is a sign
that soaring interest rates have en-
couraged savings — others contend
Argentines arc blowing their money
on foreign travel because Inflation
has put other middle-class dreams,
like a car or a bigger house, out of
reach.
"We Argentines, having grown

up with economic instability, must
live in the present in order to max-
imize our welfare." said sociologist
Nilda Si to.

Deal by Jordan

Exploration with

Drel to go through
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Jordan Exploration
yesterday Informed the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange that It had decided
to complete its investment in the
Drel Petroleum Corporation of Tex-
as.

Jordan Exploration began in-
vesting in Drel at the end of 2977.
when it announced that it intended to
invest a total of *1,563.000. This is

now being done, Jordan Exploration
informed the stock exchange.

It is further stated that Drel. which
will now be controlled by Jordan Ex-
ploration. intends to take over the
Originala Inc. textile company of
New York, which went out of
business in 1977 with some losses,
but leaving property valued at *320.-
000. Thus. Drel will be able to use
these losses as a tax write-off.

Drel will acquire Originala. whose
shares are traded over the counter in
New York, through exchange
of shares.

JORDAN AND SYRIA have agreed
to unite customs levies on raw
materials used in the same in-

dustries In both countries, the Jor-
dan News Agency reported Wednes-
day.

Hotel uses operations analyst

to pull it out of doldrums
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter
With over 500 rooms. Jerusalem's

Diplomat Hotel Is the city’s largest
and its extensive facilities make it a
natural as a convention centre. But
hotels, like other institutions, don't
stand still; unless they go forward,
they tend to regress.
Helping to pull the big hotel out of

its torpor is Harvey Edinov, the
hotel’s operations analyst. An im-
migrant from the U.K., Edinov was
an accountant until he came here.
During his four years In the country
he has gone from storekeeper to

comptroller to his present position.
Edinov is only one of a number of

new people on the stafi. There is a
new room division manager and a
top chef was lured away only recent-
ly from another five-star Jerusalem
hotel. But he admits that the staff is

still not what he would describe as
effective. But getting the right peo-
ple takes time, he says.
The hotel is making use of some of

its dormant facilities. For example,
Edinov discovered a complete TV
studio in the basement, with
facilities for transmitting broad-
casts or providing closed circuit
television from six spots in the hotel.

The studio was full of cases of
crockery. Now it is cleaned out. but

Finance official says Arab boycott easing
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Arab boycott against
Israel, which was tightened after the
Yom Kippur war. has been relenting
lately, especially since Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's visit to
Jerusalem, Finance Ministry (depu-
ty) director^Dan Halperln said
Wednesday.
Speaking to the Haifa Rotary Club,

Halperin noted several ‘‘positive

developments": the antl-hoycott
legislation in the U.S. last year; the
quiet dropping of the "negative cer-

tificate of origin" requirement by
the Arab states; and the fact that the
Arab boycott commission has
refrained from holding its semi-
annual meetings since December,
2977, following Sadat’s visit.

At the same time, businessmen in
Western countries had displayed
more interest in Israel during the
past year, he said. This was
probably due both to the relaxation
of the boycott and to their wish to get
in on the ground floor if a peace trea-
ty is signed, he continued.

BANK OF ISRAEL

Notice to Owners of Registered

Compulsory Loan

and Voluntary War Loan 1973.

II-
7*

K50

Certificates Eligible

for Pre-maturity Redemption.

As of Tuesday January 16. 1679. the payments due on pre-
maturity redemption of the above loan certificates will be
calculated on the basis of the C.OJL index for December 1975.

The following are eligible for redemption:
a. Persons who paid for loan certificates, and who are 69

years of age or older.
The spouse of a deceased owner of certificates on presen-
tation of a death certificate. If the deceased did not leave a
surviving spouse, the amount due an the certificates will be
paid to the beneficiaries of the deceased’s estate, on
presentation of the certificates and the will, or other legal
confirmation of the right of the beneficiaries to the
redemption.
Voluntary War Loan 1973 certificates will be redeemed to
those who are legally certified 50 per cent or more disabled
and who arc in economic distress, after the person concern-
ed has obtained a permit for such redemption from the
Minister of Finance.

Owners of certificates may request pre-maturity redemp-
tion in any bank in Israel, or in the Bank of Israel. The cer-
tificates should be submitted with the application.

BANK OF
ISRAEL
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Transcendental

Meditation

Programme

Introductory lectures in English will be held in

TEJL AVIV on Monday, January 15 and 22 at 8 p.m.
at the World Plan Centre, 2 Yavneh St.

and in JERUSALEM on Tuesday, January 16 and 23 at 8-00 p.m.

at the Centre, 7 Hillel Street

AH Welcome! Admission Free!

it is still not ready for use of its full

potential.

The Em brassy Hall, the hotel's
largest meeting room, has been ex-
panded and at the same time a new
banquet kitchen is being constructed
adjacent to :t. At full capacity, the
hall will hold some S00 diners.
Speeding up the registration of

targe groups will be helped by the in-

staJlation of special convention
registration desks. Edinov says that
with the additional desks, some 600
people can register in 15 minutes.
With its present huge facilities,

Edinov says, the hotel could serve
about 2.000 full meals simultaneous-
ly. But. he adds, it is still a problem
to get a simple cheese toast.

Another problem is unused ex-
isting facilities. In addition to the TV
studio, the hotel also has a fully

equipped grill room which is not
open and rows of shops which are un-
occupied. Eventually the space will

be utilized, he says.
All this has not affected plans for

expansion. A complete convention
wing is being planned, with 600 ad-
ditional rooms.
Dubi Schiff, manager of the hotel

and son of hotel owner Halm Schiff,

says that the total investment plann-
ed will come to about XLiOOm. So.far,

about ILl2m. has been spent on im-
provements.
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NEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you've been reading'
The Jerusalem Post and you’d like

’5o keep in touch with events in

Israel when you return home. Well,

you can do it through Tha
Jerusalem Post International Edi-

tion. air-mailed worldwide every
week with the latest news,
features and photos.

Walk into any branch of one of the
banks listed below and you can.
take out a subscription today. It

only takas a few minutes. Have a

nice vacation and a safe journey
home.

BANK HAPOALIM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK

BRITISH MATRICULATION— G.C.L

London University Board
A correspondence course for all

ages.
Enables entrance to university —
world-wide recognised.

DIPLOMAS
Courses by correspondence:
1 ) Statistics

2) Secretaries ft Administrators
3) Cambridge Certificate In

English
i) Cambridge Diploma in English
5) Banking— for bank clerks

LANGUAGES BY CORRESPONDENCE
Hebrew. German, Russian,
Spanish, Latin, Italian, Greek.
Exams at the British Council —
REDUCTION 10% until 15.2.1979.

WOLSEY-HALL OXFORD —
Rehov Bar>Kochba, Tel Aviv.
F.O.B. 11030 Tel. 281178.

ZDHJR
Rent a ear

The economical way

50% Reduction
on daily rate

Call at any of our offices

174 Jaffa St., Jerusalem, Tel.
243308 322534; 22 King David St„
Jerusalem, Tel. 234405.

i 12 Hay&rkon St.. Tel Aviv. Tel. 03-

4S7253/4.

MAGDA
Dentill Depot

Urgent false teeth repairs in M
hour.

25",, rrdurllon for pensioners.
27 Rehov Balfour, Tel Aviv.
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Treasury fires wrong salvo
THE INTENDED new regulations on German restitution
payments which Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich is due to sign
after his return from a vacation, fits into a well-established
pattern of ill-considered economic measures that characterizes
Mr. Ehrlich's Incumbency.
The new regulations will draw a distinction between the

original recipients of restitution payments and th'eir heirs. With
regard to the former, a resolution by the Knesset Finance Com-
mittee has already reduced the interest paid on Pazak-Tamam
deposits of restitution payments from the previous 4.5 per cent,
tax-exempt, to 3.75-4 per cent. The Treasury now wants to carry
this cut further and to pay the heirs of the original recipients no
more than 1.6 per cent, instead of 4.5 per cent, as before.
At first sight, the extension of favoured treatment, with

respect to German restitution payments, to the descendants of
those who suffered from Nazi persecution seems unwarranted,
in terms of equity. These descendants are by now mostly
Israelis like everybody else. The foreign currency income they
get by virtue of what their parents went through does not essen-
tially differ from any other foreign income obtained by Israeli
citizens.

But while a case can be made on the grounds of. equity,
against the perfeired terms so far granted to second-generation
beneficiaries of restitution payments, expediency should have
dictated more caution. It is surprising indeed that, of the vast
array of subsidies to capital and preferred terms to all kinds of
savers and entrepreneurs, the Treasury should suddenly have
homed in upon the restitution recipients. To be sure, equity has
nothing to do with it. The Treasury stands to save some IL600m.
a year by the cut in the interest paid on this money. It is a simple
consideration of cash that motivates the Treasury.
The danger is that, in this case particularly, the measure may

backfire. German restitution payments, the Pazak deposits of
which alone now amount to IL25 billion, have for years been
among the most stable kinds of savings. Even drastic
devaluations did not cause massive conversions Into Israeli
pounds, with the inflationary danger this might have presented.
Under the present regime of virtual de-control of foreign

currency holdings, and especially since it is the second, more
savvy generation that is affected, the restitution moneys may
simply be left abroad or may be converted into other assets that
yield better terms than those now offered by the government. If

that happens, the loss will far outweigh the fiscal savings the
Treasury hopes to make.
The Treasury might do well, therefore, to take a long hard

look at other fiscal privileges It hands out, before it touches the
restitution payments.

POSTSCRIPTS
THE AMERICAN Jewish Congress
has asked the State Department to
explain why it listed Jerusalem
separately from Israel in a schedule
of sites fora U.S. Foreign Service ex-
amination last month.

-

The booklet, distributed by the
Department to persons wishing to

take the test, included a list in-

dicating foreign cities in which the
exam for Foreigp Service career of-

ficers was given. The cities were
grouped by country and the coun-
tries were listed alphabetically •—

with one exception.
Phil Baum, director of the

American Jewish Congress Commis-
sion on International Affairs, said in

a letter to Wever Gin, director of the
Board of Examiners of the U.S.

Foreign Service:
"As you will note, Israel appears,

properly, between Ireland and Italy.

The examination, one is led to

believe, is available only in Tel Aviv,
since that is the only city listed under
Israel.

"However." Baum continued,
"continuing to read the list of coun-
tries, one finds sandwiched between
Japan and Jordan the heading

Jerusalem. Below that national
heading is listed the city of
Jerusalem, with its own separate
location code.
"Are we to understand that for the

Department of State Jerusalem Is no
longer a city within the state of
Israel, let alone the capital of that
nation, but rather an Independent
country?

OVERCROWDED, says President
Yitzhak Navon. is often better than
half empty. At a recent reception for

volunteers, Navon criticized Israel
TV for ignoring a volunteer awards
ceremony and reporting only on the
large number of unexpected guests
who turned up at the theatre for the
affair. Churchill, recalled the Presi-
dent, opposed building a larger hall
for the rare occasions when all 640
members of Parliament assembled.
"As a former Knesset Member,"
noted the President, "I don't think It

would have been a bad idea to build
the Knesset chamber to hold only-

about 30 seats. Then most of the time
it would look full and not emp-
ty." J.S.

(arnation

V.I.P. SINGLES
“My Merest vt in the future, because lam going to spend the rest of mv life
there ' - Ketterinu
JERUSALEM
Social music: 'Ariel" Chamber Ensemble plays music. Date: Thursday.
Jan. is. ejo p.m. Mace: Jerusalem Sports CSuh, 30 Rehov Hatsfira, German
Colony. Doors close 9.30 p.m.
HAiFA TEL AVIV

ri
Yaftav. "Haifa Social. Music: Menachem Fish._ Saturday Jan. 13. guitarist, sings shanUcs and

8.00 p.m. Place: Beltenu. ballads. Date: Thursday Jan. IS.» Jerusalem St. B.OO p.m. Place: Belt Hamlin,
Doors close 9.30 p.m. 30 Rehov Welzmann.

Doors close 9.30 p.m.
Ift/uu re single unit lookingforgoad company, dances, lectures and special in-
tercsl i/n.ups, jn,„ the V.I.P.-,. the English-speaking singles group."f urc rolunteer and non-profit.

PSSV.W3IIII3 buys...
Where and what to buy,see,daandeat in Israel.

shismu in Israel

free![very weeknt hotelsand touristcenters.

How not to lose Mends and arm enemies f 4
MUCH HAS BEEN written about the

causes of the upheaval in Iran that

caught everybody by surprise. But
the manner in which new dramatis
personae who had seldom, if ever,

been mentioned In the media sprang
on to the stage of world attention,

tends only to highlight the Inherent
superficiality of the media.
One is constrained to query how all

the media, with all the facilities

available to their correspondents,
and tbeir access to diplomatic
sources, were unaware of the ex-
istence. for Instance, of an Ayatollah
Khomeini, a leader with enough
power in his hands to topple the Shah
and his government. This question
can also be directed to all the
diplomatic missions in Iran, and
above all. to the intelligence agen-
cies.

A number of factors combined to
bring about the present very
dangerous situation In the Middle
East. Principally, they relate to an
inherent development in the society
of the Middle East, and particularly

to the nature of Islam.
But the nature of Islam and the

forces at work in many of the
Islamic countries have been known
for some time to the leaders of the
West, and particularly to those
responsible for security in
Washington. Had they been acted
upon properly at the right time, it is

conceivable that some of today'3
developments might have been
avoided.
But nothing was done, apparently

because any understanding there
was of Islamic society remained
purely academic. And one cannot
but be dismayed by the failure of the
leadership of the West to anticipate
the developments.

It is touch and go whether Iran's vast arsenal will fall into

the hands of a government hostile to the West, writes

CHAIM HERZOG, advocating a campaign to convince

Americans of Israel's vital importance to the defence of

the free world.

and not vice versa, where
ly transfer of power.V^^'
democratically elected

Is the order of the day, an'diSSe
military force of proven abllit*!®,military force of proven ability Lr
ists and is prepared to fight for*h*J
it believes in.

.

clpal storage base for weapons and
equipment In North Africa.

Wc see the return to a strict form
of orthodoxy In Pakistan, which is in

a state of political flux.

Now we hear the statements of the
extreme leaders of the revolution in

Iran, calling for the establishment of

the strictest norms of religious

orthodoxy, coupled with the
possibility of an alliance at some
stage with the Soviet Union, which
has not been a passive bystander In

the current unrest.

The extreme brand of orthodoxy in

Pakistan today has already begun to

influence India's Moslem minority,

which numbers 80 million, to the In-

tense concern of the Indian
authorities. The riots in Turkey,
which has been a secular state for

the past 60 years, are again based to

a degree on a religious struggle

between various elements within the

Islamic fold. This fanatical religious

movement, covering vast and Impor-
tant areas of the world, coupled as it

is with a radical form of xenophobia,
and potentially linked to the Soviet

Union, bodes ill for the world.

WE ARE witnessing today a very
strange and interesting phenomenon
which bodes ill for Western society.
It is the return to a fanatic form of

orthodoxy in Islam which is anti-

Western In nature and which,
paradoxically enough, links itself

with a strange bedfellow, the Soviet

Union.
Alt the norms of accepted inter-

national practice appear to have
gone overboard.
Thus you have an ultra-orthodox

brand of Islam as practised by Gad-
dafi's Libya being apparently com-
pletely reconcilable with the crea-
tion of a major base for the Soviet
Union in Libya — indeed, its prin-

THE CURRENT developments in

the Middle East must also be seen in

the context of the Arab attitude to the

minorities living In the Arab world.

That, incidentally, is why the
negotiations between Israel and
Egypt assume an importance' of

their own far beyond the immediate
issue of war or peace. The Western
world dare not Ignore the
developments in the Middle East
caused by the rise of fanatical

Moslem orthodoxy, especially when
this is linked to the acquisition of

nuclear capabilities (which are be-

ing supplied by France to Pakistan
and to Iraq, a development that the

U.S. has vehemently opposed, at

least as far as Pakistan is con-

cerned).
One of the lessons for the West

from the current developments must
be that a limitless supply of arms to

a country guarantees nothing. It

does not* guarantee the inherent

stability of a government, nor does It

guarantee the friendship of the

recipient.
Indeed, we did not have to wait for

the current situation in Iran in order

to learn this. The Soviet Union
poured in over the years, from the

first so-called Czech arms deal in

1955 till 1973, some $8 billion worth of

arms and aid to Egypt: they helped
Egypt prepare for the Yom Klppur
War; they mounted a vast resupply
operation by air and by sea during
the war. Then, when It suited Presi-

dent Sadat, he turned his back on
them.
The U.S. and the West have

supplied to Iran almost $20 billion

worth of equipment, which includes
some of the most sophisticated
weapons available to any country In

the world outside the U.S.
It is now touch and go whether this

vast arsenal, which exceeds that of

any country in the Western world
outside the U.S. will fall into the
hands of a government hostile to the
West and will find its way to the
Soviet Union, with all the very
serious implications of such a
development for the defence of the
West.
We are talking about such equip-

ment as the F14 plane, which is

capable of flying at twice the speed
of sound and attacking
simultaneously a large number of

targets, to which the Soviet Union
has as yet no reply.

In this mad rush to supply arms in

order to win friends and Influence

countries, the suppliers conveniently
ignored the ultimate use to which the
weapons would be put and the
stability of the regime receiving

such weapons.

THE LESSON the world should be
learning now is that the nature of the

regime in any given country and its

stability must be central con-
siderations in any decision to supply
arms, unless, of course, the criterion

is purely economic, regardless of the
catastrophic consequences to the
world. This is unfortunately true of

several European countries.

Washington waffle
The appearance of instability in the policies of the Carter
Administration will only serve to strengthen the will of

America’s adversaries, writes the Post ’s Washington cor-

respondent, WOLF BLITZER.
THE CARTER Administration's
shock diplomacy of the past few
weeks may result in eye-catching
newspaper headlines. But it certain-

ly doesn't build confidence among
America's foreign friends and allies/’

If the conflicting statements and
signals coming out of the State
Department, the White House and
other branches of the U.S. govern-
ment on the various international

crises have had the cumulative im-
pact of totally confusing foreign
leaders, they shouldn't feel alone.

Most U.S. officials here in
Washington, let alone the ordinary
public, are equally in the dark about
the direction of U.S. policy.

Take the dramatic announcement
this week to send a squadron of F-15
fighters to Saudi Arabia. It followed
last week's on-and-then-off decision

to dispatch an American aircraft
carrier to the Persian Gulf. Perhaps,
as CBS diplomatic correspondent
Marvin Kalb noted half in jest, this

administration prefers "gunair" —
rather than the more traditional
"gunboat" — diplomacy.

THE SAUDIS may have turned their
backs on President Sadat and the

Camp David peace agreements and
they may have double-crossed
Washington by supporting a nearly
15 per cent increase in the price of

oil. but thej' remain the darlings of

the Carter Administration. They
asked for a high-profile demonstra-
tion of U.S. support, and they got it.

Take the decision this past week to

openly urge the Shah of Iran to leave

the country. It culminated weeks of

waffling U.S. policy toward the tur-

moil in Iran. Everyone here now

recognizes that the Americans were
in complete disarray.
During the past several months

they ignored the problems facing the

Shah. Until the street riots in

Teheran erupted in September, the

most senior U.S. official focusing on
Iran was Henry Prccht, the State

Department's Iran Desk Officer.

Once the troubles arose, the ad-

ministration was speaking with so
many different voices that it was im-
posslble to understand how
Washington hoped to reverse the tide

against the Shah. Following several
weeks of paying lip service to the
Shah, but doing little to help him, the
administration now states that it

would be a good idea for the Shah to

take a vacation abroad — knowing
that it would turn out to be a perma-
nent vacation.
And we are reassured by

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance that
it would not have made much
difference what the United Slates
would have done to try to save the
Shah. The secretary, according to

"New York Times" columnist
James Reston, "doesn't think
Washington can do very much about
the crisis in Iran."
The secretary, we are told,

believes that the crisis in Iran Is not
"essentially a political government-
to-govemment problem, but a social
and even religious problem
Washington cannot resolve." Does
this also mean that U.S. policy
toward Saudi Arabia — with its

basically unstable regrime — would
have no impact on any internal
religious or social strains developing
there as a result of modernization?
And. if that is the case, why bother
sending F-15's in a show of strength?

ministration is apparently in no
hurry to make the arrangements for

the next round. U.S. officials want
success to be guaranteed in advance.
Secretary Vance is described as
"sad and even pessimistic" about
the stalemate.
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TAKE THE administration's quick
about-face in the stalled Israeti-

Egyptlan peace treaty negotiations.
Before the December 17 deadline set
at Camp David for signing the trea-
ty. President Carter and his senior
advisers were warning of terrible

consequences for the world unless
the agreement was reached Dn time.
This impatience ran contrary to the
clear willingness of both Cairo and
Jerusalem to extend the deadline, if

necessary, without making such a
major fuss about the whole thing.
Now that Israel and Egypt have

agreed publicly to resume the for-

mal negotiations, even though they
acknowledge that serious
differences remain, the U.S. Ad-

IT MIGHT SEEM, therefore, that
this administration is losing interest

in these issues. Perhaps, as Reston
concluded, the administration is too
puzzled by Iran and the Middle East
i "which seem beyond Washington's
control") and ts more. interested in
getting back to the basics in U.S.
foreign policy — "to hold the
Western alliance together and to

somehow maintain an even-handed
policy toward both China and the
Soviet Union ... officials are turning
back to their relations with the Nato
alliance. Moscow, Peking and
Tokyo." according to one report.

This may be natural given the fact
that Washington had been suffering
setback after setback in the "other"
key foreign policy contests.
But with America's having es-

tablished full diplomatic relations
with China, the post-World War II

global system is going through a
period of major realignments.

Ideally, it is a time for the U.S. to

demonstrate some steady and Btrong
leadership to inspire confidence in

foreign allies, such as Israel and
Egypt.
Unfortunately, we have seen little

of this. Instead, officials here con-
tinue to belittle their own ability to
influence events overseas. As a
result, even tiny Jordan, following
Camp David, can feel emboldened to

stand up and say "no” to the United
States.

The Carter Administration's
vacillation, fear and uncertainty can
only encourage America's adver-
saries.

READER'S LETTERS
appear on page 7.

Research Centre of

KABBALAH
announces the opening

of new courses on

sole distributor

Steimatzky’s

What they were

famous for

Gregory Peek — For his short klsa
Johnny Cash — For his register
Cary Grant — For hla tomb
Abe Lincoln — For bis car
George Frederick Handel — For his
bars
Fats Domino — For hla game
King John — For hia plumbing device
Justice Frankfurter — For hia all-
American food
Bestsellers — For their 23r V discount on
all new books

KABBALAH
1) For Beginners
'£) K; Lb balls lie Meditation
3) Reincarnation
Registration: Belt Bnci Brith, 10

Rehov Kaplan. Tel Aviv. Sunday
through Thursday 5.30 to 8.00 p.m.
Tel. 03-745067.

RENT-A-CAR
50% discount

BESTSELLERS

S 306
MERCAZ CLAL
Jerusalem

Tel. 02-223520Tel. 02-223520

All New Curs

< Ul.W ins

3a i

Ker.ta I

"KKOVOT"
I'.o It. 1 1. ( :irn:n'!

RENTAL AND SALES
C'ARM ILL — at the faelury.
Industrial area. Tel. 04-9X9267
EILAT — Tel. 039-2X7S. 0392

Drtllv M, Wookls y.U,

TAMIR. RENT-A-CAR
In Kamal Ilst-tharon

8 Kiknr Hu’tttxma’ut, Netanya.
STUFFED DUCKS

Tel. 053-31831,

after office hours: Tel. 053-25763

5. IMolnlzky Ltd.
Tel. D3-47W79

This situation should give rise in

the West to considerable concern

about the vast influx of arms into

SnnHi Arabia- Saudi Arabia is reputed

to have a population of six million:

experts maintain that the' actual

number Is lower. Its arms and
defence purchases for delivery’ until

1980 are In the region of $24 billion —
or sufficient to equip all the armies
on the continent of Africa, in addition

to those of six NATO countries in-

cluding Franco and Germany.
In other words, even without the

attraction of the fact that Saudi

Arabia is sitting on one of the

largest, if not the largest, proven
reserves of oil In the world, the con-

centration of sophisticated military

equipment in that country con-

stitutes In itself a very tempting
target,for any country that might be

Interested in such equipment.

The question of the stability or in-

stability of Saudi Arabia is com-
plicated by the fact that ap-
proximately one-quarter to one-third

of its population is made up of

foreigners of varied backgrounds

and political leanings. -There are

more foreigners serving in the Saudi

Arabian defence establishment than
there are Saudi Arabians.

If one adds to this the apparent
weakness of the Saudi Arabian
government, which was
demonstrated in its inability to

withstand pressures in OPEC
against the rise in oil prices, and in

its participation in the recent
Baghdad Conference convened to

sabotage the Egyptian-Israeli peace
talks, one can hardly have con-

fidence in the stability of a country

on whioh the U.S. and the West place

such great hopes.

It would be too much to expectgi.
Arabists who have, misled th.
leadership of the West In Washing!
and elsewhere for so long to deofik
in an unusual outburst of hontjjjv

"men culpa," and to reassess QmI
evaluations in favour of Israeli

THIS SOMBRE picture, with the

very dangerous possibilities emerg-
ing from it, must sharpen the focus

of those concerned with the defence
«of the West in this part of the world
on Israel, the only democracy in the

region and the only Middle East
country with a stable regime, where
the government rules the generals

Israel today to convince
American people that aid to fcj

was the best investment for

security ever made In the MiigjjJ

East.
It cannot be emphasized: jv

strongly how important it is

such a campaign be mounted^
order to stress Israel's unique ^
vital Importance for the defence^
the West today, in the light of whatj,
happening in the Middle EasL >:.•

Events now occurring In the
make the achievement of a peace

treaty with Egypt doubly imported
although one could hardly havele*
aggerated the importance of pe*^
in the past. But Israel has growh’fc
significance, by the mere force%
events in the area, within the cooler

.

of the overall position of the Westers
world in the Middle East.
We have to press home this polnt'h

a clear, coherent manner, and-te

take advantage of it too. This la n#
the time for cuts in-Israeli repress,
tation In the U.S. This is the timii-ttft-

a concentrated attempt to raise' tbj

standard of our representation «
that vital arena and to give It Qc
necessary wherewithal to ednduel

the most important battle that vn
face today.

It is our first line of defence, andft

should be treated as such. The aits*:

tion leaves much to be desired; aid

there 1s room for a considerable

strengthening of, and support for,

our representation in the U.S, and
elsewhere in the Western world/^
Thus, paradoxically, as we Uu»%

very serious situation which ..en-

dangers our entire area, we are also

presented with a challenge' which

can bring about positive
developments. Let us hope that *e

shall not be remiss in meeting that

challenge. '

:J. -

The author formerly teas flftt--

bassador to the UN. -
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COSTSYOU SEVERALYEARS
OF YOUR LIFE.

It has been medically proven that even a few extra kilos can
be detrimental, not onlyto your silhouette, but to your health.
Carrying extra weight burdens your physical fitness and cardio-
vascular system, thereby decreasing your life expectancy. Whe--
ther your weight has been a problem for months or years,don't

'

let it remain for the rest of your lifetime, like a long prison sen-
tence.

There is now a practical solution to this problem, MAHAT,
Jerusalem's new Center for Nutritional Education and Weight
Reduction. We specialize in nutritional problems and obesity
control.
MAHAT is supervised by an Israeli physician who has recen-

tly returned from the United States, where he studied different
methods of weight control. His experiences there, togetherwith
his knowledge of Israelis and their special habits and problems,
led him to select a practical program for weight control arid nu-
trition.

Our goal is a permanent weight toss and control for you, not
a quick and temporary reduction. To change poor eating and
activity habits, which are the major cause of excess weight.
nil AU AT Kv 1 n.nnnm *1 r\ * IiMAHAT has a program extending three months. During this
period, our staff leads discussions on nutrition, balanced diet,
and behavior modification, as well as classes in relaxation
techniques and exercise. v

Our physician adapts the program to each individual and /
monitors progress each week. -

For more information and a visit to our center, of course-
without any obligation, please call 02-62815. We are available
any time of day or night: your refrigerator isn't the only thing:

.

open 24 hours.

CENTER FOR NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION
AND WEIGHT CONTROL

REWAHA SHOES
invite buyers and shoe-shop proprietors

to a showing of their

SPRING/SUMMER T9
SHOE COLLECTION
at the Ramada Continental Hotel
121 Rehov Hayarkon, Tel Aviv

Room 1605. January 15 — 18, 9 a.m. — 10 p.m.
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